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FOREWORD

This Technical Note forms the subject of a report prepared in 1970 by Professor E. M. Dobryshman
(U.S.S.R.)' who was appointed as Rapporteur on Methods of Forecast Verification by the Commission for Synoptic
Meteorology (CSM). The report was presented by him to the fifth session of the Commission (Geneva, 15 June 3 July 1970) which recommended that it should be published in the form of a Technical Note. The present publication is the outcome of this recommendation.
The report describes the results of the author's endeavours to make a preliminary systematic ciassification of
the various types of forecast and also stresses the need to develop a uniform and scientifically sound terminology
for meteorological phenomena and forecasts.
I am happy to have this opportunity of expressing WMO's gratitude to Professor Dobryshman for this valuable
study.
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D. A. Davies
Secretary-General

* Professor Dobryshman is now a senior staff member of the WMO

Secretariat.
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SUMMARY

The problem of the verification of forecasts of various types first became apparent when forecasts started to
be prepared as a routine. Nowadays more and more attention is being paid to this problem. There are several
reasons for this, among which we may mention the following:
I.

The increasing number of different types of forecast - from forecasts of the tracks of typhoons to forecasts
of moisture storage in fields, from forecasts of sudden temperature changes at high altitudes (stratospheric
warming) to forecasts of state of sea and of icing on high-voltage transmission lines.

2.

The increasing number of methods for forecasting the same phenomena or numerical parameters representing

them.
3.

The increasing importance placed on assessing meteorological factors in planning and implementing various
measures associated with many aspects of human activities, and, particularly l the economic effectiveness of

the work of Meteorological Services.
4.

The endeavours at present being made to develop objective methods (based on the use of physico-mathematical models) for describing natural processes, and objective methods for comparing the degrees of success of
such descriptions of the processes.

5.

The co-operation betweeu Meteorological Services of all countries, leading not only to the planning and implementation of such programmes as the World Weather Watch and the Global Atmospheric Research Programme,
but also to an extensive exchange of information on methods for analysis and prognosis of atmospheric phenomena and parameters.

All this has led to a need to make a preliminary attempt to generalize and arrange systematically the material
accumulated by the various services in the field of the verification of forecasts of various types. The great diversity
in the form and nature of the available material is due to the different ways in which Meteorological Services have
developed in different countries and to the particular features of the types of forecast used and, occasionally, to the
personal tastes of meteorologists developing the methods of forecast verification.
In this report, the author has attempted on the one hand to give a brief survey of methods for forecast verification and, on the other, to draw attention to the necessity of developing a strict terminology, defining the various

forms of atmospheric phenomena (slight rain, shower, etc.) and laying down rules for the wording of forecasts.
The report contains: (I) an introduction, (2) a review and brief analysis of the material for forecast verification in different Meteorological Services, (3) a consideration of the various types of forecast and possible methods
of verification, (4) a few conclusions and recommendations, (5) a short bibliography, (6) two appendices.

RESUME

Le probleme de la verification des previsions de divers types est apparn pour la premiere fois lorsque des previsions ant commence a etre preparees regulierement. Aujourd'hui, ce probleme retient de plus en plus l'attention
pour plusieurs raisons, parmi lesquelles naus pouvons citer les suivantes:

J.

2.

Le nombre croissant de types differents de previsions - previsions de la trajectoire des typhons, previsions des
reserves d'humidite dans Ie sol, previsions des brusques changements de temperature a haute altitude (rechauffement de la stratosphere), previsions de I'etat de la mer et du givrage des cables ahaute tension, et tant d'autres.

Le nombre croissant des methodes pennettant de prevoir les memes phenomenes ou les parametres qui les
representent.

3.

L'importance accrue qui est attachee

a la determination des facteurs meteorologiques lors de la preparation et

amaints aspects des activites humaines et, en particulier, au reno
dement economique des travaux accomplis par les services meteorologiques.
de la mise en oeuvre de diverses mesures liees

4.

Les efforts deployes actuellement en vue de mettre au point des methodes objectives (fondees sur J'emploi de
modeles physico-matlu~matiques) pour decrire des processus naturels et pour evaluer dans queUe mesure diverses
descriptions ainsi obtenues sont satisfaisantes.

5.

La cooperation entre les services mete orologiques de taus les pays, aboutissant non seulement a la planification
et a la realisation de programmes tels que la Veille meteorologique mondiale et Ie Programme de recherches
sur ('atmosphere globale, mais aussi a un echange intensif de renseignements sur les methodes d'analys. et de
prevision des phenomenes et des parametres atmospheriques.

C'est pourquoi il est devenu necessaire de faire une premiere tentative pour faire connaitre, en l'organisant systematiquement,.la documentation accumulee par les divers services au sujet de la verification des previsi_ons de divers

types. La grande diversite de forme et de nature de la documentation disponible est due aux differentes manieres
dont les services mete orologiques se sont developpes dans les differents pays ainsi qu'aux caracteristiques particulieres
des types de previsions utilises et, parfois, aux gouts personnels des meteorologistes qui ont mis au point les
methodes de verification des previsions.
Dans ce rapport, l'auteur s'est efforce, d'une part, de presenter un bref aperc;u des methodes de verification
des previsions et, d'autre part, d'appeler l'attention sur la necessite d'elaborer une terminologie tres stricte pour deft-

nir les diverses formes de phenomenes atmospberiques (pluie legere, averse, etc.) et d'arreter des regles pour la
redaction des previsions.

Le rapport se compose des parties suivantes: I) Introduction, 2) Etude et breve analyse de la documentation
relative

ala verification des previsions dans divers services meteorologiques, 3) Examen des divers types de previ-

sions et des methodes de verification possibles, 4) Quelques conclusions et recommandations, 5) Bibliographie.
restreinte, 6) Deux appendices.
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y.n;eJIR8TCH Bee 60JIbIII8 H 60JIbme BHHMaHHH. 8TO 06yCJlOBJI8HO H8CKOJIbIU:IMH rrpHlJHHaMH, cpe.n;M

lWTOPbIX MomBO OTM8THTh CJI8AYIOIII;H8.

1.

BospacTaIO:w;ee

KOJIHqeCTBO BI-I;D;OB

rrporHoBoB -

OT rrp0I'HOSa TpaeRTopHH p;mUR81UnI

Tatt¢YHoB

AO nporHo8oB BJIarOSarraCOB Ha llOJIRX, OT nporHosa peSKHX H8M8n8IIHH TelVmepaTypbI Ha 60JIbIIIHX
B:bICOTaX (cTpaToc<l>epHhIe IIOT8IIJI8HHR) )];0 rrporHosa BOJIH8HHM Ha
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H 05JI8,n;8H8HHR rrpOBOAOB

BbICOKOBOJlhTHhIX JIMHMH.

2.

BospacTalO:w;ee ROJI1PIeCTBO cIIoco6oB rrporHo8oB O)l;HMX 11 T8X H\8 RBJI8HHM MJIM MX lJHCJI8HHhIX

xapaRTepnCTl1R.

3.

BospacTaIO:rn.yIO pOJII> YlJeTa MeT80pOJIOrHlJ8CKMX l{>a:RTOpOB B rrJIaHHpOBaHMM M OCy:rn.BCTBJIeIHIH
paSJIHlJHbIX MeporrpMHTMH pasHocTopoHHeH lJ8JIOBeQeCKOM )l;8HTeJIbHOCTM H, B lJaCTHOCTM,
3lWHOMHlJ8CROH alIJl{>eKTHBIIoCTH pa60TbI M8T80(mym6.

4.

COBpeMeHHoe CTpeMJICHHe H: 06'heRTHBHbIM MeTOJ],aM (ocHoBaHHbIM Ha npHMcncIHuI l{>M8HH'OMaTeMaTMlJBCROrO arrrrapaTa) orrHcaHMH rrpMpo;o;w:'IX rrpo:u;eccoB M 06'heRTMBHbIM MeTO)l;aM
cpaBHeHMff ycnemHocTM orrMcaIIMH 3TMX rrpo:U;8ccOB.

5.

Roorrcpan;HIO :MCTeOpOJIOrHlJeCRMX CJIyJH.6 BCCX CTpaH, npHBO)l;flIl~YIO He TOJIbKO K IIJIaHHpOBaHMIO H
OCYlqceTBJIClIMIO TaKMX rrporpaMM, RaK BceMHpHafl cJIym6a rrorO;r:J;bI II IIporpaMMa MCCJIe;r:J;OBaHHH
rJI05aJIbHbIX aTMocl{>epHbIx rrpoIwccOll l no M K IIIMpOROMy o6MeHy MHl{>opMaU;MBft 0 MBTO,ll;aX aHaJIHSa
H IIporHosa aTMoc<pepUIJX HBJIeHMH M xapawrepHCTI1R.

Bee 8TO rrpHBeJlO K Heo6xo;D;HMoeTH Cp;BJIaTL rrpe)l;BapHTeJIbHyro IIOllhITKY R o606:rn.eHHIO 11
CHCTCMaTHsaU;MH MaT8pHaJIa, HaROrrJI8HHOrO paBJIMqHbIMM CJIym6aMH B 06JIaCTM OU;CHRH paSJIHqUbIX

Bl'l)~OB rrpornOSOB. PasHoo6pasH8 If paSHop0;D;HOCTh MMCIO:rn.erOCH MaT8pHaJIa 06yCJIOBJICHbI M crr8:U;HllrHROM paSBHTHR MeTeOCJIym6 B paSHblx CTpaHax, H oco6eHHOCTRMH rrpH-M8HReMbIx BRAoH IIporHosa, a
HHor;a;a er:u;e II JIHqHbIMH BItyeaMM MCCJIBAOBaTeJIR, paspa6aTbIBaIOIlwro MBTO;n;LI on;euKH rrporHOSOB.

B AaHHOM AOKJIa;U;e aBTOp CAeJIaJI IIOIIbITKY, C OP;HOM CTOpOHbI I }l;aTh KpaTl\HM o6sop MC'fOAOB O:U;BHKH
orrpaBAbIBaeMOCTH rrporHoBoB, a C APyroM -

06paTHTb BHHMaJIMB Ha Heo6xoAHMOCTb paspa60TKH

cTporofi TepMMHOJIOrMH H orrpe,l];eJIeJ-IHH HaH' paBJIlflIHbIX BH,I];OB aT1\'IOciPepHhIx HBJI8HMH (CJIa6LIM P;OJR,I];b,
JIHBeHb M T. g.), TaR M l{>OpMyJIMpOBKH rrporH080B.

~OHJIaA COCTOH:T HB :

1)

BBe;n;eHMR.

2)

06sopa M RpaTlwro anaJIHSa MaTepHaJIa no ou;eHI\e rrporHo30B

B paSJIHlJHhIX MeTeOpOJIOrMqeCKHX cJlym6ax.
BOBMomHbIX MeTOAOB HX O:U;CHRH.

4)

JIJilTepaTypbI. 6) iJ:BYX npJilJIOmeHMi1:.

3)

PaccMo'rpeHHR OTA8JIbHbIX THrrOB rrporno8oB 11:

KpaTKHx BbIBOP;OB M rrpcAJIOmeUMfI.

5)

KpaTKoro CIIHCKa

RESUMEN

El problema de la verifjcaci6n de los diversos tipos de predicci6n se puso de manifiesto por vez primera cuanda
las predicciones comenzaroll a prepararse con canicter regular. Este problema acapara actualmente una atenci6n cada
vez mayor debida a diversas razones, entre las que podemos mencionar las siguientes:
1)

el nfunero cada vez mas elevado de diferentes tipos de predicc~6n, entre los que figuran predicciones tan diversas como las relativas al seguimiento de los tifones, al almacenamiento de la humedad en el terrena, a los
cambios subitos de temperatura a gran altitud, calentamientos estratosfericos, al estado del mar y a la formacion de hielo en las lineas de transmision de alto voltaje;

2)

el creciente mlmero de metodos para prededr los mismos fenomenos

3)

la importaneia eada vez mayor que se concede a la determinaci6n de los factores meteorol6gicos en la planifieaci6n y ejecucion de diversas medidas relacionadas can numerosos aspecto,s de las actividades humanas y,
especialmente, con el rendimiento economico de las actividades de los Servicios Meteorologicos:

4)

los esfuerzos que actualmente se llevan a cabo para elaborar metodos objetivos (fundados en la utilizaci6n de
modelos fisicomatematicos) para describir los procesos naturales, asi como para comparar en que grado estas
descripciones de los procesos son satisfactorias;

5)

la cooperaci6n entre los Servicios Meterologicos de todos los paises, que conducen no solo a la planificaci6n
y ejecuci6n de programas tales como la Vigilancia Meteorol6gica Mundial y el Programa de Investigaci6n
Global de la Atmosfera, sino tambU~n a un intercambio intensivo de informacion sabre metodos para los
analisis y mapas previstos de los fenomenos y parametros atmosfericos.

0

los parametros que los representan;

Todo 10 anterior ha hecho necesario preceder a un intento preliminar destinado a generalizar y ordenar sistematicamente el material acumulado par los diversos Servicios en 10 que respecta a la verificacion de los diferentes
tipos de predicci6n. La gran diversidad en euanto a la naturaleza y forma del material disponible se debe a las diferentes maneras de desarrollarse los Servicios Meteorologicos en los diversos paises y a las caracteristicas particulares
de los tipos de prediccion utilizados, asi como, ocasionalmente, a las preferencias personales de los meteor610gos
que elaboran los metodos de verifieaci6n de las predicciones.
En este informe, el autor ha tratado, por una parte, de haeer un breve estudio de los metodos de verificaci6n
de las predicciones y, por otra, de poner de manifiesto la necesidad de crear una terminologia estricta que defma
las diferentes formas de los fenomenos atmosfericos (IInvias debiles, chubascos, etc.) y de establecer reglas para la
redaeei6n de las predicciones.
El informe contiene las siguientes materias: 1) Introducci6n; 2) estudio y breve amilisis del material destinado
a la verificaci6n de las predicciones en varios Servicios Meteorol6gicos; 3) examen de los diversos tipos de predicciones y de los posibles metodos de veriflcacion; 4) algunas conclusiones y recomendaciones; 5) bibliografla
restringida; 6) dos apendices.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The basic output of the Meteorological Services consists of forecasts of every kind. A great variety of forecasts
are necessary to every kind of human activity. We deliberately avoided using the term "weather forecast" because
meteorologists do not prepare forecasts of weather aloue. Often they prepare forecasts of individual elements
making up the weather, such as wind and temperature; or they determine characteristics, the value of which is given
by the character of the weather, such as reserves of moisture in the fields (soil moisture, snow cover, snowmelt, etc.)
for agricultural purposes. In a number of countries all forecasts are officially divided into two groups:

(I)

General-purpose forecasts;

(2)

Special forecasts.

The general-purpose forecasts contain information on the weather characteristics and the values of the basic
meteorological elements - cloud amount, precipitation, temperature, wind, etc. These forecasts are widely disseminated by means of the modern mass-communication media - radio and television broadcasts and the press.
The special forecasts are prepared in order to enable the appropriate organizations to plan their operations
taking into account the forecast values of individual meteorological elements or the characteristics indicated in the
forecast. Classic examples of special forecasts are aeronautical forecasts, maritime forecasts, agrometeorological forecasts, forecasts for railways (snowdrifts), etc.
All types of forecast must be formulated in terms which are comprehensible and acceptable to the users. At
the same time these terms should be scientifically substantiated and well defined so as to exclude the possibility of
an ambiguous interpretation of characteristics which were forecast and actually observed.
And if we wish to remain consistent in this exposition, one should at least give clear definitions of the generalpurpose forecasts and special forecasts. However, it is difficult to do so, since there is no clear border-line between
these two types of forecast. For instance, a precipi"tation forecast prepared for the time of an interesting international sports event) say a football match) is) to same degree, both a special forecast and a general-purpose forecast.
In this case the defmite division of the forecasts into two distinct groups is probably not so essential, but the
accurate defmition of each of the terms used in the forecast is a prerequisite for clarity of understanding, utilization
and for verification.
At present) many terms have a clear definition, approved by the appropriate bodies. But a number of terms
still have no definition. Among the latter are: light, moderate, heavy (raln, snow, sandstorm).
In order to be able to compare and use the results of analyses and forecasts prepared in different countries,
it is necessary to develop standard terminology and to adopt it on an international scale) at least as was done for
certain notions such as the "jet stream".
The work of any industry is judged by the quality of its output. The quality of forecasts is one of the basic
indices for evaluation of the work of Meteorological Services. In order to determine the quality of the output) one
needs to have criteria for evaluation. Certain rules are necessary for evaluation of the forecasts in accordance with
the given criteria. Here we encounter major difficulties, since:
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First, there are no scientifically substantiated methods of selecting criteria or of fonnulating rules;
Second, there is a great variety of forecasts and the rules of evaluation of some types of forecast could be

inappropriate for others.
There are further difficulties related to the lack of a standard terminology: the impossibility of taking into
account the totality of the factors by which the degree of success of a forecast mayor should be determined, and
a number of others.
It is well known that the number, Le. the quantitative characteristic, is the best index. At a time when mathe·
matical methods of description and investigation of the processes, using powerful computer techniques, are rapidly

penetrating all branches of knowledge, it is natural to utilize for the evaluation of the quality of the output the quantitative characteristics - the totality of the numerical parameters or, if possible, a single parameter.

During the iast decade there was a particularly pronounced tendency to develop mathematical methods of forecast verification. We will give a number of examples which demonstrate the difficulties in selection and in evaluation

of the degree of success of a forecast by using the criteria widely empioyed in the statistics.
Let us consider the numerical methods of forecasting which make it possible to compute the pressure fields,
temperature, wind and, to some extent, precipitation. The best studied of these is the pressure field and, in the
overwhelming majority of numerical prediction schemes, the main result of the computations is the field of the

geopotential.
Example 1: Let us suppose that, in a 24·hour forecast, the computational model yielded accurate values of
surface pressure in all grid points of the hemisphere (grid: 300 X 300 km), with the exception of one point in the
tropics which Was situated in a typhoon. How is one to determine whether this was a good or a bad forecast? Probably the element of subjective judgment will playa certain part in the evaluation of the forecast. Many would say
"the standard deviation is small and the forecast is very good". But the meteorologists of the country which lies in
the path of the typhoon and suffered damage will say that the forecast is bad. And they would also be right. In
their place we should also judge the forecast in the same way.
Example 2: Let us suppose that, for the AT-SOO geopotential in all points of the grid, the model used yielded
values which were higher than the actual ones by the same amount - 20 dkm. The statistical parameters will indi"
cate that this should be a bad forecast, since the error in forecasting even exceeds the variability of the field of geo·
potential. But the conclusions drawn from the pressure-field forecast, such as wind-field forecast for aircraft flying
at the altitude AT-SOO, will be valid.
However, if all precipitation values yielded by the forecasting scheme were higher than the actual ones by the
same amount (20 mm/day) - where there was no precipitation the scheme yielded the value of 20 rum/day -, it is
obvious that such a scheme is bad from every point of view.
This means that in a number of cases the forecasts simply cannot be evaluated in terms of current statistical
parameters.
Forecasts are required for planning and accomplishing certain operations on most diverse scales - those of a

country, a branch of industry, various groups and individuals. Therefore the degree of success of a forecast is to be
estimated with consideration of what is referred to as the "economic efficiency". But there are difficulties here to.

First, a clear-cut definition is required as to what should be understood by the "economic efficiency" for each
specific kind of forecast. Second, from the standpoint of economic efficiency, a forecast of an unpredicted
typhoon (example I) which swept over the ocean without inflicting any explicit material damage will be much
better than a forecast of an unpredicted typhoon that caused great damage in one or several countries.
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There is also another aspect to the problem of formulating and assessing a forecast; each method, way or

scheme of forecasting should be supplied with a clear-cut defmition aod substaotiation as to which parameters or
phenomena cao be predicted and for how long in advance. Apparently this is a somewhat different and probably
more general formulation of the predictability problem to which much attention has lately been paid. By predictability one usually means the possibility in principle, to depict in some way the behaviour of some characteristics
or other of the state of the atmosphere within a certain time interval. The time interval during which these characteristics can be described is called the "range of predictability"; often, for the sake of simplicity, this interval
is loosely referred to as "predictability".

The main result obtained here may be briefly characterized as follows: the range of predictability of a phenomenon increases with the scale of the latter, reaching a limit of the order of two to three weeks for the largest
possible scale.
The first part of the statement is intuitively understandable and is a reflexion or reformulation of the fundamental laws of physics in general, and of statistical physics in particular. The formulation to the effect that "on
the average, the relaxation period of a physical system increases with its scale" implies a "capability" to distinguish

between the initial state and the final state of a system and hence a "skill" to depict to some extent the behaviour
of the system within the relaxation period.

For a number of reasons the second part of the statement appears less self-evident or irrefutable. The behaviour of some objectives or phenomena can be predicted for a much longer period of time. For instance, on the
basis of climatological data, one can predict for several months and even years ahead the mean position and some
numerical parameters from major centres of atmospheric activity, such as the winter Siberian high or the sub-tropical maximum in the Pacific. If any numerical scheme of prediction fails to reflect these properties of the atmo-

sphere, then the fault lies with the scheme rather thao in the impossibility to depict them in principle. On the
other hand, perhaps the most important task of a forecaster or of a forecast is to be able to predict the emergence of new formations and phenomena which cannot be found in the initial data or, better still, in the entire
information used in preparing a forecast. The typhoon serves as a classical example. Nowadays there are fairly
satisfactory numerical models describing the life-cycle of a typhoon. But as yet there are no numerical schemes

for predicting the fields of basic meteorological elements which would comprise the description of a typhoon's
life-cycle for the tropical regions; far less for a hemisphere or the entire globe. Further - and this is even more
important - the necessary and sufficient conditions for the evolution of a typhoon have not been discovered,

defined or formulated yet. Undoubtedly, this problem must and will be solved. And if, after its solution, it
becomes possible to predict the spot of a typhoon's emergence in 90 % of all cases with an accuracy of up to
100 km and at least 24 hours in advance, then such a forecasting scheme will be as valuable from all "sensible"
standpoints as a scheme depicting with precision the behaviour of large-scale components of the general circulation of the atmosphere during two or three weeks.
For this reason, in this as in other cases, whenever the teon "predictability" is used it should be accompa-

nied by a clear definition of what is meant by it. A clear definition of predictability for various methods and
schemes will also facilitate the elaboration of objective criteria needed for the evaluation of the degree of success
of any given forecast.
The history of the origins and the elaboration of the methods of forecast verification runs in parallel with
the history of the evolution of the forecasts themselves. However, a rigorous consideration of the possible theo-

retical foundations of evaluation of forecasts in general, and of a relatively simple group of forecasts (alternative)
in particular, began in the 'thirties. At that time it was already pointed out that it is difficult to compare the degree
of success of the two methods of alternative forecasts without a precise and detailed definition of the forecasts

and of the aims and purposes for which they would be used.
This somewhat lengthy introduction may serve as some justification for the brief and not very strict analysis of the
actual situation in the field of forecast verification in various Meteorological Services which is given in the next chapter.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW AND BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE MATERIAL FOR FORECAST
VERIFICATION IN DIFFERENT METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES

The main documents
The problem of methods for verifying forecasts was discussed at the meetings of CSM-III and CSM·IV. Document 33 of CSM-IV (Wiesbaden, March-April 1966) contains a brief summary of the inquiry held among the
Meteorological Services into the methods of forecast verification. This document was compiled on the basis of the
analysis of the documents sent in before CSM-III and before CSM-IV. By February 1964 replies had been received
from 47 countries, namely: Albania; Argendna; Australia; Belgium; Burma; Canada; Ceylon; Congo, Democratic
Republic of (now known as Zaire, Republic of); Czechoslovakia; Denmark; Ecuador; El Salvador; France; Germany,
Federal Republic of; Guinea; Hong Kong; Iceland; India; Indonesia; Ireland; Israel; Italy; Jamaica; Japan; Kenya;
Kuwait; Ubya (now known as Ubyan Arab Republic); Malaysia; Mauritius; Netherlands; New Zealand; Norway;
Pakistan; Philippines; Poland; Portugal; Saudi Arabia; Sierra Leone; South Africa; Southern Rhodesia; Surinam;
Switzerland; Turkey; UK.; U.S.A.; U.S.S.R.; Yugoslavia.
Prior to CSM-V (Geneva, June-July 1970) replies were received from 38 countries, of which 24 are mentioned
in the above list. Practically the majority of them confirmed what was stated before. Fourteen countries out of 38
sent in their replies for the first time. They were: Cameroon; China, Republic of* ; Finland; French Polynesia;
French Territory of the Afars and Issa; Greece; Hungary; Netherlands Antilles; Peru; Sweden; Syria (now known as
Syrian Arab Republic); Tunisia; U.A.R. (now known as Egypt, the Arab Republic of); Zambia.
The analysis of the infonuation from various countries is based on the document CSM-IV/Doc. 33 which was
amended in the light of the latest infonuation available. This analysis is given below.
A brief anaiysis of the replies to the inquiries about weather-forecast verifications with a description of forecasts of
specific elements

In 24 countries one or sevenil -meteorological elements are verified on a regular and systematic basis.
The following table shows the number of WMO Member countries which regularly and systematically verify
forecasts of various types:
Types of forecast
Surface pressure prognostic charts

Number of countries
verifying these forecasts
7

Upper-air prognostic charts

15

Precipitation

19

Temperature

18

Wind direction

14

Wind speed

18

Visibility (with or without the height of cloud base)

15

* This represents the situation at that time. Since then WMO has recognized that the representatives of the People's Republic of
China are the only legitimate representatives of China within -WMO.
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Of the 15 Services verifying visibility forecasts, eight combine this with aviation cloud-forecast verification.
Cloud amount forecasts are verified by eight Services, sunshine duration by two, relative humidity and state
of sea by one.
Short-tenn forecasts are verified in two Services.

It is difficult to achieve a clear classification of the material, since different Services have their own specific
ways of preparing, using and verifying the forecasts. However, in order to give a general picture we shan try to give
below a brief description and comparison of techniques used by various Services for forecast verification of surface
and upper-air prognostic charts, precipitation, temperature, wind speed and direction and visibility.

A brief analysis of the techniques for verification of surface and upper-air prognostic charts
For verification of a" surface or upper~air pressure forecast, the RMS error or correlation coefficient is nor-

mally used. These values are computed from the grid-point data or from data supplied by a selective network of
stations. Such techniques are used in ten Services for verification of the predicted pressure values, and in six.

countries for pressure variations (or heights of isohypses).
For verification of the pressure-field forecasts two Services use the verification coefficient:

s=

100

II-g-I

ICLI

where

1g = error of the pressure measurement forecast;
GL

=

difference in pressure observed at the stations.

Two Services detenuine the RMS vector of error in predicting the speed of the geostrophic wind.
In three countries verification of the pressure-field forecasts is determined through the errors in forecasting
the location of the centres of high and low pressure. Some forecast verification techniques are used in one country

only. For example:
The quality of a prognostic pressure chart is detenuined by the. area where the discrepancy between the actual
and the predicted isohypses is greater than 8 dkm.
The degree of success of the forecast is detenuined by the fanuula:

p=

N
where ns and nu are grid points for which the forecast was, respectively, successful or unsuccessful and N is the

total number of grid points.

One of the Services uses two indices for qualitative verification of the prognostic charts:

(a)
(b)

'Error in forecast pressure at three stations;

Errors in forecast position of the main fronts.
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Methods of verification of precipitation forecasts
Verification of precipitation forecasts is carried out in 20 Services; 15 of these sent descriptions of their

methods or referred to publications containing these descriptions. Some of these methods are described below.
Qualitative precipitation forecasts for larger cities

These are forecasts in which the "rain" and "no rain" are evaluated as alternatives, using a quadratic verification

coefficient which is detennined by the fonnula:

s=
where
L

dl

~ d~

is the sum of squares of differences between the forecast and observed values;

2: d~ is the sum of squares of differences between forecasts based on persistence and observed values.
Regarding the fonnulation of the precipitation forecasts, two aspects should be taken into consideration,

namely:

(a)

(a)

Distribution;

(b)

Intensity of the phenomenon.

Distribution over the area

Number of stations reporting precipitation
(from 120 stations of the observing network)
Maximum

Minimum

I.

No precipitalion.

2.

No rain predominantly.

3.

Scattered

IS

o
o

4.

Over greater part of the area.

80

10

5.

Over the entire area.

120

80

(b)

Intensity of precipitation:

2 (traces)

.

.

6

Heavy: More than 5 mm per hour during the dry period
More than 10 mm per hour during the period of rain

According to the general principles of classification the forecasts are evaluated as follows:
A forecast is regarded as good if the observed phenomenon corresponds to the time interval indicated in the
forecast;

A forecast is believed to be satisfactory if the observed phenomena fall in an adjacent time interval;
A forecast is considered a failure if the observed phenomena by the value of deviation fall in a second (or
even more distant) time interval from the one indicated in the forecast.
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One SeIVice evaluates the intensity of precipitation as follows:
1. No precipitation
3 mm/ 12 hours

2. Light precipitation

3-8 mm/12 hours

3. Precipitation

8 mm/12 hours

4. Heavy precipitation

One of the Services is using a more detailed classification of precipitation and verification of precipitation
forecasts; the following table is used for determining the type and nature of precipitation and for description of
verification methods.

Actually observed

Terms

Description of the term
(amount of precipitation
over a 12-hour period)

Amount of precipitation At none of the staat 40 % or more of the lions did the amount
of precipitation
stations in the area

Remarks

exceed (mm)

(1)

(2)

No significant precipitation

No greater than 0.3 mm
in the case of rain and
no greater than 0.2 mm
in the case of snow

Slight rain (drizzle)

Less than 3 mm

Rain

3 - 8 mm

(3)

0.0 to 8 mm in the case
of rain
0.0 to 0.6 in the case of
snow

0.1 to 15 mm in the
case of rain
0.1 to 0.6 mm in the
case of snow

Heavy rain

Greater than 8 mm

3 mm or more in the
case of rain

Showers

Rain from cumulanimbus clouds, lasting
no longer than 3 hours
for a 12-hour period

0.0 to 15 mm in the
case of rain
0.0 to 0.6 in the case
of snow

A number of showers
occurring intennittently
with a total duration of
less than 3 hours during
a 12-hour interval

0.0 to 15 mm in the case
of rain
0.0 to 0.6 in the case of
snow

Less than 1 mm

0.0 to 3 mm in case of
snow
0.0 - 2 mm in the case
of nun

Intennittent showers

Slight snow (wet
snow)

Snow

1- 3 mm

0.1 to 10 mm in the
case of snow
0.1 to 2 mm in the case
of rain

(4)

(5)

15
2

30
2

30
2

30
2

5
5
15
5

At the majority of
the stations reportmg precipitation
the latter did not
last "over 3 hours

9
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Actually observed
Tenns

Description of the term
(amount of precipitation
over a 12-hour period)

(I)

Amount afprecipitation

At none of the sta-

stations in the area

of precipitation

at 40 % or more of the dons did the amount

(3)

(2)

Heavy snow (wet)

Greater than 3

Snow showers

Snow falling from cumulo- 0.0 to 10 mOl in the
nimbus clouds for a dura- case of snow
tion of less than 3 hours
0.0 - 2 mOl in the case
of rain

Slight rain and snow
(rain with snow)

Less than 3

exceed (mm)
(4)

1 mm or more in the
case of snow

mOl

0.0 to 8 mm in the
case of rain
0.0 to 3 mm in the
case of snow

mOl

Slight snow and rain
(snow with rain)

Less than 1

Rain with snow

3 to 8 mOl

0.1 to 15 mOl for rain
0.1 to 10 mm for snow

Snow with rain

1 to 3 mm

Ditto

Heavy rain and snow

Greater than 8 mm

3mm or more in the case
of rain
1 mm or more for snow

Heavy snow and rain

Greater than 3 mm

Ditto

Shower of rain with
snow

Snow and rain falling
from cumulonimbus
clouds for a duration
of less than 3 hours

0.0 to 15 mm for rain
0.0 to 10 mm for snow

Shower of snow with

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

mOl

Remarks

(5)

At the majority of
stations reporting
precipitation the
latter did not last
over 3 hours
IS
5
IS
5
Ditto
30
IS

Ditto

Ditto
30
IS

Ditto

Coefficients for evaluation of forecasts

As a rule the numerical characteristics of forecast verification are selected in such a manner that for a random
forecast they will yield zero values (or minus one). One of the most popular numerical characteristics of the degree
of success of a forecast is the expression

s=
where coefficient
S
T
P
N

index of degree of success
number of successful forecasts
number of unsuccessful forecasts
total number of forecasts.

~T-~P

N

10
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'The value of index S remains within the following limits:

-I <:S<:l
where

S

= -1

if all forecasts are unsuccessful and, vice versa

S = 1 if all forecasts are successful.
There are also other indices which will be mentioned below.

Methods of verification of temperature forecasts
Verification of forecast values of temperature aIe carried out in 17 Services. The verification largely concerns
the maximum and minimum temperature values. Three Services determine the verification coefficient on the basis of
the deviation of the forecast values from the observed ones.
Some examples of verification methods for temperature forecasts are given below. The forecasts of maximum
and minimum temperatures for cities and other localities are scored by using the verification indices:

S=

,

1

(1_~)2

where

E' = RMS error of forecast
C2 = mean square interdiurnal variation
as well as

where

=

Y
coefficient of correlation between the observed and forecast values, whereas
of
roy= coefficient of correlation between the observed and the previous day's temperature extreme.

Generally one aiso caiculates the mean (arithmetical and algebraic) error and the dispersion. The numerical
temperature predictions for various stations are usually evaluated by using the scoring scale:
Score
(total points)

Description of the score

4

If temperature remained within the limits indicated in the forecast, or if the deviation did
not exceed lOC at any of the stations.

3

If deviation reaches 2° only at some of the stations.

2

If deviation reaches 2° at a great number of stations yet does not exceed that value.

1

If deviations of more than 2° are observed at a great number of stations.

0

If deviations reach 3 to SO or even more over the entire area.*

*It is clear that this scale is rather tentative; it does not cover the entire range of the possible cases.
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The next table makes it possible to determine (in per cent) the deviation of the mean and actual temperature
from the forecast mean, maximum and minimum temperatures, respectively (which are forecast with an accuracy

of 2°), at stations located at altitudes up to 700 m above sea-level:
Deviation from the forecast
value in DC

Accuracy f%J

0.0 - 2.0

100

2.1 - 3.0

80

3.1 - 4.0

60

4.1 - 5.0

40
0

5.1 and above

Methods of verification of wind forecasts
The verification of wind speed and direction is carried out in ten Services and that of wind speed values alone
in five Services. One Service gives a complete description of the upper-air wind forecasts for aeronautical purposes.
As in the case of many other elements, many Services use a score (method of coefficients) for verification purposes.
One Service indicated that it uses the following score for evaluating the deviation of the forecast wind direction from
the observed one:
DIfference in observed and forecast
wind directions
Score

Octants
(eighths of the circle)

Degrees

0° - 45°

1
1- 1
1 'f,

-

1/
2

2

2

10

46° - 67°

7

68° - 90°

4

90"

0

If a definite wind direction was forecast, then forecasts of all wind directions are given a score of four points
if the observed wind speed did not exceed 3 m/s. The verification of wind-speed forecasts is made by means of the
following table:
Difference in observed
and forecast wind speed

Score

1 mls

10

2 mls

7

3 mls

4

4 mls

0

Wind direction and speed may be analysed separately:
"Weight" for wind direction
"Weight" for wind speed
Total "weight"

I
3

....1..-
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Methods of verification of visibility and height of cloud-base forecasts
The verification of visibility forecasts is often carried out in conjunction with the verification of cloud~base

forecasts. This procedure is adopted by five Services. Examples of joint visibility and cloud-height forecasts are
given below. The verification of airport forecasts is made by comparing them with forecasts of the general meteorological conditions for the period including the period of the airport forecast, on the one hand, and with the conditions observed during the period of validity of the forecast on the other hand. In each case the verification coefficient
(score) is determined in accordance with the relative success in forecasting significant variations in those meteorological elements which affect aircraft operations at the airports.
Visibility, cloud height and precipitation are divided into four groups specifying respectively more or less
critical values for aircraft landings.

Visibility

Cloud heights

B;;>SOOOm
1300 - 4990

" 480 m
210 - 479

-

1290

90 - 209

00 -

490

I

SOO

II
III

00

-

Particular weather phenomena

-

Heavy rain
Snow with rain, snow

80

Thunderstorm, hail

Table for evaluating tbe quality of the forecast
Weather at the :time of
issue of the forecast

Weather observed at the time
of forecast evaluation

Forecast
B

I

II

0

-1

-2

-3

-1

2

-1

-2

1
-1
-1

2

1

1

3

-2

-3

B

B

B

I

B

II

-2
-3

III

B

III

I

B

I

I

-I

0

-I

-2

I

II

-2

-I

1

-1

I

III

-3

-2

-1

2

II

B

2

1

-2

-3

1

II

I

1

2

-1

-2

II

II

-2

-1

0

II

III

-3

-2

-1
1

III

B

3

2

III

I

2

III

II

1
-1

-1
-1
1

1

2

-1

III

III

-3

-2

-1

0

-3
-2
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The coefficient (score) varies from +3 to -3. The greater the importance of the forecast variations for the
landing conditions, the higher the score. The forecast H no modification" will not be counted (score 0) even if it is
correct.

Summary and general conclusions
The preceding pages contain a description of various methods of verifying the quality of the forecast, which is
far from complete. This description shows, however, that verification can take many varied forms which it is difficult to
classify. It is, however, possible to draw some general conclusions which will help to provide a tentative approximate
classification of forecasts and the methods of their verification. In doing so we shall mainly consider the general·
purpose forecasts.

Most general-purpose forecasts comprise not only a forecast of individual meteorological elements in the form
of scalar and vector values, but also a forecast of meteorological phenomena. Some of these phenomena are graded
according 19 their intensity, duration, occupied area or some other features. In fonnulation of general-purpose

forecasts it is quite natural to follow the terminology and definitions of the SYNOP codes for designation of the
present and past weather. The use of a different classification would complicate both the quantitative and qualitative
forecast verifications. For special forecasts one should follow, wherever possible, the specifications used in the appro·

priate codes. The analysis of the information available has shown that in most cases such a principle is being used.
It would seem that this principle could be recommended as one of the basic principles in the formulation of fore·

casts which are to be verified by more than one Service.
As regards the verification methods for different types of forecast, here again the variety is great. The forecastverification methods have in common the following tendencies:

1.

To use for numerical characteristics "nonnalized" units which in the case of "ideal" forecasts would yield the

unity (or zero) and, in the case of totally unsuccessful forecasts, 0 (or 1), whereby, in a number of cases,
comparison is made with similar units used in verification of persistence or climatological forecasts. The degree

of success of a method of forecasting is determined by an appropriate index when its value exceeds that of
the persistence or climatological forecasts ~
2.

When forecasting phenomena having gradations, to introduce empirical coefficients which take account of
the "distance" between the gradations of the forecast and the actual phenomenon. The greater this '~distance"
is, the less successful the forecast is considered. In a number of cases the weight coefficients are also used for
forecasts of the scalar and particularly vector values ~

3.

For verification of the special forecasts, to adopt such scoring methods that the forecast of the most significant
(or hazardous) ph"enomenon for the particular purpose (low cloud for aviation, scale of the waves for smaller
vessels, etc.) would have a greater weight in computations.
These rather general considerations make it possible to vary the quantitative and qualitative indices of forecast

verification.

For the sake of convenience, it is expedient to divide all forecasts into several types, the latter being determined
by the essence or the nature of the predicted parameter or phenomenon.

CHAPTER III

CONSIDERATION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF FORECAST AND POSSffiLE
METHODS OF VERIFICATION

Let us tentatively divide all forecasts into four types. It is obvious that the number of the types of forecast
may vary depending on the feature or sum of features that are chosen as the basis for classification. In this case
the classification is essentially based on the complexity of the forecast parameter or phenomenon, with due consideration of the existing possibility clearly to define eventual principles for forecast verification of each type.
1.

Forecast of scalar values, Le. the forecast of scalar fields of meteorological elements; pressure, temperature,
humidity; and forecast of vector values, of which the main one is the wind;

2.

Foreeas.! of individual phenomena without taking their classification into account. We shall tenn these as alternative forecasts (i.e. early frost);

3.

Forecast of phenomena or characteristics which may be subdivided or are already subdivided into various
grades, according to certain features;

Forecast of complex phenomena comprising several characteristics of different nature.

4.

Let us consider each group in more detail.

Forecast of scalar and vector values
In most cases the general-purpose weather forecasts are founded on the prognostic charts of the main meteorological elements - pressure, wind, temperature, humidity. Nowadays numerical methods are used mainly for the forecasting of the latter elements, particularly of pressure, wind and temperature. Thus the objective verification becomes
feasible (but, as was illustrated in the introduction, this is not always entirely satisfactory).
Let us examine scalar values first. Four basic parameters are used for detennining the degree of success of a
forecast:
1.

Root mean square error determined by the formula
E=

/

where

fj -

' m
i
mJ:,<t.--f)'
l=1

1

m

()

1

fin is the difference between the actual and forecast value of the element, m is the number of locations used

for the verification of the forecast. The significance of m is unchanged in the subsequent fonnulae.

2.
Correlation coefficient r. As a rule one correlates the value of the forecast and actual changes of the element
during the forecast's validity period. r is computed with the fonnula

r

=

(2)
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where

ii. -.tj,

is the actual change in the element f during the period of the validity of the forecast ;ii.

- iin is the

forecast change in the element f.
3.
8 - the relative error of the forecast - used mostly for verification of forecasts of important changes in the
element. It is determined by means of the formula:
m

~

i= 1

8

I iin -fill

m

~

i=

where

1

Iii.

-ii,

(3)

I

I f,lD - f,11 I is the module of difference between the forecast and actual values of the element f (at the time of issue of
the forecast);

Iii. - ii ,I is the module of difference between the actual values of the element at the time of the

forecast and its value at the initial moment.
4.
Parameter I(), characterizing the sign correlation, is used for evaluating a prognistic scheme's ability to describe
the correct tendency in the variations of a corresponding element in the time of the forecast and the initial moment.

(4)
rn
where
P+ is the number of points (locations) where the sign of the actual change of the element coincided with the forecast sign; p_ is the number of points where the signs were opposite.
For ideal forecasts these parameters have the following values:
€

=O;r= 1;8 =0;<,0= I.

Generally speaking, anyone of the first three parameters would be sufficient for the ideal forecasts. In reality,
however, forecasts are better characterized by combination of a few parameters. Since each of the parameters partic~
ularly enhances a certain aspect of the "degree of success" of a forecast, a combination of parameters will give a

more complete picture of the various aspects. To quote an example:

~=
For ideal forecasts ~ = 1; together with
the utilized forecasting scheme.

€

r

+ 8 + <,0

(5)

2

the parameter adequately characterizes the "degree of success" of

These and similar characteristics are largely used in verification of the numerical weather predictions by the
use of computers. In a number of Services the comput~r programmes are written in such form as to make it possible,

after preparing the forecast on the basis of the initial data, to use the latter for the verification of'the preceding
forecast. The calculations of these parameters are simple and require very little computer time.
Additional statistical characteristics are used for the verification of forecasts of vector values, such as wind
speed or the speed of displacement of centres of pressure fields. Most common in use is the mean value of vector
difference between the forecast and actual positions of the corresponding vector. As for the modulus of the vector,
the characteristics which were described earlier are applicable to it, since the modulus is a scalar value.
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The vector difference R gives full infonnation about the degree of success of a forecast only in the case of an

ideal

For this reason R is often nonnalized over a figure, with a view to indicating the

degree of the relative error of the forecast. One uses as a honnalizing multiplier either the modulus of the vector at
the initial or the last moment or, more often, the modulus of the half-sum of the vectors of the initial and the last
moment. In the latter case the fonnula for R is as follows:

....

....

2 ~, - ~)
(6)
I l'l + Vo I
....
In mass forecasts the moduli I R I are averaged statistically and the corresponding characteristics are calculated.

R=

At present the numerical weather prediction techniques are used in a number of countries. In confonnity with

the recommendations of the Joint Working Group on Numerical Weather Prediction, about IS countries exchange
monthly the results of the objective analysis and pressure-field forecasts. For comparison of such numerical forecasts

the parameters determined by fonnulae (I) and (4) or (I) and (5) may be recommended.

Alternative forecasts

Let us consider the simplest case [14]. In an alternative forecast it is necessary to indicate only if the phenomenon Ph (frost, rain, thunderstorm, etc.) is expected (forecast F,) or not expected (forecast F 2 ). The forecasts
may be prepared by using various methods, say A" A2 , etc. Statistically we compile for each method a table which
could be called a verification table ~ Ph! designates the occurrence of the phenomenon and Ph 2 its non-occurrence:

~
Actually
observed·

Ph,
Ph,

F,

F2

n"
n"

n"
n"

~

N,
N,

the number of successful forecasts.
the number of unsuccessful forecasts.

The figures N, = nll + n'2 and N 2 = n" + n22 do not depend on the method of forecasting. The accuracy
of the forecasts should be evaluated separately for Ph, and Ph2 ; then we shall obtain an adequate picture of the
possibilities offered by the method under consideration. Let us designate by a the relative number of unsuccessful
forecasts for Ph, and by ~ the samefor Ph 2 •
a=

n'2
nIl

and

+ n12

.~=
'

~1

n"

+ l1zz

Let us suppose that the testing of two methods of forecasting A, and A2 yielded the error values a, and
and ~2 respectively. If the two inequalities

~,

a2

and

~,

< ~2

are true at the same time, then definitely method A, is better than method A2 • It may, however, happen that the
evaluations of the two methods A, and A2 based on the errors of the first or the second variety are contradictory,
i.e., one of the following is true:
or

but

~, >~2

but

~,

< ~2
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In such cases we shall say that the methods A, and A, do not permit an absolute comparison of accuracy
and that, in order to give preference to one of the two, a more detailed analysis with consideration of the user's

requirements is necessary.
Let us now consider s0!Ue particular cases. a
basic verification table is as follows:

=

0, (3 =

a corresponds to the ideal

~
Actually

F,

forecast. In that case the

F,

observed
Ph,

PI,

Ph,

0

0
N,

Theoretically one could visualize another extreme case, where the table is as follows:

~
Actually
observed

F,

F,

Ph,

0

N,

Ph,

N,

0

in which case a = I and ~ = I. If we follow forecasts of this type we shall naturally obtain the worst possible
result. But, after some experience, the user will ascertain that the quality of the forecasts may be improved by
substituting in each case the recommendations F, for F, and F, for F that is by a reversal of the forecast. Let us
"
consider the law of transfonnation of errors a and (3 on the general case of forecast reversal. The values which
correspond to the method of forecast reversal are designated by a prime. It is obvious that

,
,

,
,

n12

n12 =nu

nZl = nzz

n22 =:= nzl

nIl =

and it follows:

a'=

1 -

a

~'= I - ~

We shall term a method of forecasting as misinforming if the reversed method turns out to be better. In that
case,

I-a<a

I-~<~

whereby it follows that for a misinforming forecast

a>

1
2

~ > l..
2

We shall term regular a method of forecasting which is not misinforming, i.e., cannot be substantially improved
by forecast-reversal technique. In practice we do not encounter misinforming methods (which can always be avoided
by means of reversing the forecasts), and in the future we shall consider only the regular forecasts (methods of forecasting). If we assume that the method is regular, it follows that at least one of the figures a or ~ is definitely
smaller than

+-
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It can further be assumed that
a+~<;;l

because, if
a+~>1

then by using the method of forecast reversal we would obtain

a' + ~'

= 2 -

(a

+ ~) < I

It is to be noted that from the condition a + ~ <;; I and from the positive values of a and ~ it follows that at least
one of the two figures a and ~ is not greater than
Let us introduce a value

t.

Q = I - (a +~)

In the general case Q may carry either sign, but in the process of reversal of the forecast the sign will change.
It is obvious that Q = I corresponds to the case of the ideal forecast since a and ~ cannot be negative values.
Let us investigate the case of Q = 0, which corresponds to the equation
(A)

a+~=1

It can be shown that in this case the "method of forecasting" should be considered as operating at random,
since the text of the forecast F and the actual phenomenon Ph are statistically independent.

When the value of N is large enough, we can consider the probabilities of the following combinations:

(F , P~) (i = I, 2,;i = 1,2)
i

i.e.
n,2

n"
P" =

P,2

N

N
n,2

n"
P21 =

P22
N

N

The values

N,

p=

N2

q=
N

N

are the probabilities* of occurrence of the phenomenon (Ph,) and, of its non-occurrence (Ph,) respectively. The
probabilities P", P", P", P'2 can be easily expressed in terms of P (or q = I - p) and of the forecasting errors of
the first and second variety a and ~:

=P a

P" = P (I - a);

PH

P" =q~;

P2' = q (I -~)

*Strictly speaking p and q are the «frequencies".
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If the condition (A) is satisfied, then in the first line we may substitute I - a = {3 and in the second line
I - {3 = a. In that case the probability table will look as follows:
PI' = P a

Pn=p{3

P22=qa

It follows that the text of the forecast F and phase of the weather are independent of each other, since

P (phi' Fi) = p (PhD P (Pi)

whereby

P (F,) = a = I - {3
This "method of forecasting" could naturally be tenned a random method, because it corresponds to the use
of a roulette which reproduces the text of F I with the probability {3, and the text of F 2 with the probability
a = 1 - {3. It is easy to see that the reverse of the assertion is also true: Q = 0 for all random "forecasts".

*

Thus the value Q = 1 - (a + {3) is an important composite index of the accuracy of a forecast. Q 0 corresponds to the non-random forecasts; in the case of the ideal forecast Q = 1. The sign of the index changes with
the use of the forecast-reversal technique.
Thus, for the comparison of various methods of purely alternative forecasts, the use of the verification tables
may be recommended, since these tables pr.ovide more useful information about the possibilities of the methods
than the percentage of the successful forecasts ((1 - a). 100%, or (1 - {3). 100%). As a composite index of the
degree of success of the alternative Iprecast one could use the value:

Q = I - (a

+ {3)

which in the case of ideal forecasts is equal to unity and for the random forecasts is equal to zero.
The above considerations relate only to the forecasts and do not take the user's strategy into consideration.
The truth is that different users will have different attitudes to the alternative forecast_ For this reason the forecast
will be used with different weights for different users. Which means that besides a verification table one should also
have a "weighting" table:

~
Actually
observed

FI

PhI

gu

Ph,

g2I

F2
g"
g22

1t would be convenient to devise a numerical criterion (score) which, in the case of the random forecast,
would yield the ~alue zero and, in the case of the ideal forecast, the unity. Such criteria have been devised. But it
is hardly worth mentioning that here, because in determining the "best" forecast from the standpoint of the concrete
strategy (i.e. weights gik)' it is necessary to consider the specific problems of stability, weighting, probability distribution, etc. Since in the beginning the main goal consists of an objective comparison between different methods of
alternative forecasts, the above-mentioned recommendations should be adequate.
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Forecasting of phenomena or characteristics which have gradations
The classification of forecasts may be based on several criteria. For the meteorological and methodological
purposes the forecasts are commonly classified according to their range. By analysing the infonnation received from
the various Meteorological Services it could be said that it has become common to classify forecasts in three categories:
I. Short-range - up to three days;
2. MediuillMrange - from three to seven-ta-ten days;

3. Long-range - from ten days to a month or longer.
In fonnulating the forecasts of the phenomena or characteristics for different lengths of time certain gradations
are also used. The longer the period for which the forecast is prepared, the fewer gradations it contains. For a
number of characteristics, particularly with a long-term forecast, the following three gradations are applied:

1. The TIOIm;

2. Above the nann;
3. Below the nann.
Here one encounters the difficulty of defining the notion of a "norm" which would comprise not only an

averaged (according to certain rules) value of the appropriate parameter, but also the detennination of tolerances
which, when exceeded, would mean a transition into the gradation either "above the nann" or "below the nann".

Some of the Services apply the criterion called "20 % of the amplitude". The value of the parameter A is
believed to be within the nann if A - 0.2 (Am.x - Amin ) < A < A + 0.2 (Am• x -A min ) wher" Aisthe "true" nann;
A max and Amin are respectively the highest and the lowest values of A observed over a sufficiently long period of time.
The elaboration of methods for verifying such forecasts is a harder task to fulfil than the verifications of
purely alternative forecasts. Here one needs to establish on the basis of certain considerations a table of weighting
coefficients outlining the strategy of the user. In composing two methods of forecasting for the same user, Le.

using the same weighting matrix, we select as the better method the one which yields the lowest a and

~

values on

the verification table for gradations. However, as in the case of alternative forecasts, there might be no clear indication of superiority of one method of forecasting over the other.

One of the possible approaches to the solution of the problem of verification of forecasts of a phenomenon
having three possible phases 'h ·1>2 1>3 is outlined in work No.4 (bibiiography). We establish the "weighting" matrix

1>,

Firstly 1 generally speaking g13

< g12

and

g31

< g32

1>2

1>3

since the "further" the occurred phase of the phenomenon

is from the forecast, the less successful is the forecast. Secondly, the matrix may (and, as a rule, should) be asymmetric, so that, generally
&2

as regards

g31

and

g13

*- g21

they may have. the value of zero.
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The asymmetry of the weighting matrix follows from the prerequisite that all trivial strategies of forecasting are
equivalent, Le., a random forecast of any phase obtains the same score. Further, if we consider the fact that there are
two types of forecasting error, false alann and a miss, then we have to admit that the consequences of a miss are
generally more serious, whereby the gravity of consequences increases with the deviation of the forecast phenomena
from the usual conditions. For this reason we assumed that an error of one phase in a forecast with text FI is iess
serious than an errOf of one phase in a forecast with text F 2 . Thus, the asymmetry of the weighting matrix is condi-

tioned not only by the nature of the forecast but also by considerations (even if rather tentative and incomplete) of
forecast efficiency.
Such a weighting matrix permits the verification of forecasts on the basis of the forecaster's skill alone and

not of his strategy of forecasting.
If probability forecasts are to be made for the three phases (classes), the forecast will always look the same it will always contain three positive figures: P" P" P3 (on condition that their sum is equal to unity), which are
considered as probable (tentative) occurrences of the phases <P" <P" <P 3 in the future. If P, = P, = P3 , then this
forecast corresponds to a random forecast - it does not contain any valuable infonnation. The forecast may contain
usefnl information only when any figure P is definitely higher (or lower) than the climatic persistence of the corresponding phase.

Forecasting of complex phenomena, comprising a number of characteristics of various natures

These are probably the most difficult forecasts to verify. One of the possible ways of verification is as follows.
A forecast is scored for each of the phenomena or characteristics, in the same manner as for alternative forecasts.
Then, a weighted evaluation is made, in which the importance of each parameter is taken into consideration. The

weighting coefficients of the parameters are mainly determined by the strategy of the user of the forecasts. Here
again, as in the previous chapter, one should be aware of the pitfalls of terminology and the possibility to forecast,
in principle, for different lengths of time. The number of gradations of the forecast phenomena may change with
the range of the forecast.
If for a monthly forecast one can indicate the expected quantity of precipitation in three gradations (norm,
above the norm, below the nonn), this fonnulation is inacceptable for a daily forecast. The users are also interested

in a description of the intensity of the precipitation (slight, moderate, heavy, very heavy) and the nature of precipitation (rain, snow, shower) as well as its distribution in time (day or night, towards the beginning or the end of
the forecast period) or over the area (widespread in the region under consideration, or scattered). Again we underline that each of the terms used should have a clear and precise definition.
The theoretical foundations of the verification methods for complex phenomena are not sufficiently developed.
This is why the instructions for forecast verification, in the Services which practise it, are essentially based on the
generalization of the vast experience acquired over many years. Such instructions reflect, to a certain degree, the

peculiarities of a given country's physical and geographic conditions (i.e. no instructions for verification of snowfall
in countries with a hot climate) or the use made of forecasts in that country. But the main part of these instructions is based on the synoptic classification (which is rarely objective) of the great variety of atmospheric processes.
For these reasons the instructions on forecast verification may be regarded as a summary of rules and provisions

which enables one to get some idea of the degree of success of the forecasting methods. in use and of the forecaster's skill.

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I.
For the time being there are no scientifically substantiated, reliable verification methods for forecasts of different types. One of the difficulties is the absence of a universal terminology and a universal classification of the
different characteristics and phenomena which are encountered in the formulation of general-purpose and special
forecasts.
The absence of a clear classification and definitions hinders, to some degree, the elaboration of the methods
of analysis and forecasting of phenomena. It hinders to an even greater degree the elaboration of the verification

techniques. For this reason one could propose that the technical commissions and the working groups consider the
problem of arriving at a unifonn terminology and definition of most of the phenomena and characteristics and in
forecasts. It would seem that the problems relating to the general-purpose forecasts could be passed to CBS, whereas

those relating to the special forecasts - marine and aviation - to CMM and CAeM, respectively.
2.
For the time being there are no sufficiently convincing grounds for recommending to the Services the introduction of the obligatory comparison and verification of most types of forecast prepared by the Services. Those
Services which may wish to conduct such comparisons or apply or develop verification techniques for various kinds
of forecast should benefit from the experience accumulated in other countries and briefly discussed in the present

paper. One should bear in mind that:
(a)

In the WWW system a number of Services exchange analyses and forecasts, based on numerical, objec-

tive methods. The statistical parameters described in Chapter III under "Forecast of scalar and vector
values" may be recommended as a first guess for the comparison of various numerical schemes used for
prepariJ.1-g the forecasts of scalar and vector values. The verification of the schemes is made by comparing
the above-mentioned parameters;

(b)

For the alternative forecasts the verification table gives more complete information abounhe possibilities
of the utilized schemes than a mere percentage verification score;

(c)

(d)

For verification of forecasts of phenomena known to have gradations, it is necessary to determine, on
some basis, the coefficients of the strategy matrix;

For the verification of forecasts of complex phenomena which include a few characteristics of different
nature, it is desirable to take the specific uses of the forecast into consideration, as well as·.the fannal
parameters.

Considering the fact that a number of Services are interested in forecast-verification techniques, some general
provisions for verification of general-purpose forecasts are given in the appendices. Maybe these provisions are not
always theoretically substantiated; however, most of them are proven by many years of practice and the existing
parameters were detennined experimentally. These provisions should also be regarded as the basis for further theoretical and practical research aimed at establishing more accurate and scientifically founded forecast-verification
techniques.
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APPENDIX I

VERIFICATION OF SHORT-RANGE WEATHER FORECASTS

The short-range weather forecasts may be verified either for the entire period of validity of the forecast or for
parts thereof, provided the statements contain an indication of the phenomenon at the corresponding parts of that
period. Thus one could recommend verifying a 24-hour forecast by dividing it into two l2-hour periods.
Weather forecast verification is accomplished by means of one of the two following characteristics (scores):
"successful" or "unsuccessful".
The weather forecast is scored "successful" or "unsuccessful" depending on:

(aj

The deviation of the forecast values of the meteorological elements from the observed values;

(b j

The correctness of the forecast of the weather phenomena.

The tolerances for the deviations of the forecast values of meteorological elements and intensities of weather

phenomena from those actually observed are established on the basis of the user requirements.
The actual weather forecast verification is accomplished by means of tables and supplementary instructions
which are listed below. The plus and minus signs in the tables do not signify a complete coincidence of the forecast
values of meteorological elements with those actually observed. They represent oniy a working characteristic (score)
of the reliability of the forecast of a given element, and serve as the basic material for the general forecast verification for the corresponding period of time.
The weather forecast is scored "successful" when in forecast verification all meteorological elements and
weather phenomena are given the plus sign.

If any of the meteorological elements or weather phenomena obtains the minus sign, the weather forecast is
scored "unsuccessful".

General-purpose weather forecasts for a locality
The results of the observations made at the meteorological station in the locality are used for the purposes of
verification. If anum ber of meteorological stations are located inside the perimeter of the

tOWil,

then the observa-

tional data from all of these stations may be used for the verification of the forecasts of precipitation and special
phenomena. In that case the following considerations-seNe as guidance for verification. It is consider~d that there
was precipitation (or special weather phenomena) in that locality if it was observed at anyone of the stations. On
the basis of the data from that station one determines the characteristics of the precipitation and special weather
phenomena, which are necessary for verification purposes. If precipitation or a special weather phenomenon was
observed at more than one--station, then the duration and quantity of precipitation are calculated on the basis of

the data provided by the station which observed the greatest amount of precipitation. Likewise, the duration and
intensity of the special phenomenon are determined by means of data supplied by the station where the greatest
intensity was observed. The number of stations used for forecast verification should be laid down and the verification
should always be based on the data supplied by all of these stations.
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As regards the verification of forecasts of all other meteorological elements, only the data from one station
with the most representative observations are used.

In the verification of &eneral-purpose forecasts for a locality, the verification of the forecasts of individual
meteorological elements and special weather phenomena-is carried out in accordance with the instructions given

below.
Cloud amount
Forecasts of cloud amount are verified only in those cases when, according to the forecast, the cloud amount

should have been the main meteorological element determining the character of the weather in a given 12-hour
interval. The verification of the forecast of the cloud amount is carried out precisely when the weather forecast
indicated "no precipitation" or "no significant precipitation" and no special weather phenomena (which are
accounted for in forecast verification) were observed during the corresponding 12-hour interval.

In the process of verification one compares the forecast and the category of cloud amount actually observed
and, depending on the results of the comparison, a plus or minus sign is entered, as shown in Table 1.
Table I

Actually occurred

Forecast
Clear sky

Slighrly
cloudy

Variable
cloud
amount

Very vari- Clouds with
able cloud
breaks
amount

Cloudy
with few
breaks

Overcast

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Clear sky, slightly cloudy

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

Variable cloud amount.
Very variable cloud amount

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

Goudy with breaks. Cloudy
with few breaks. Heavy
cloud. Overcast

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

1

If the cloud amount was indicated by. two different terms in the forecast, then the verification for the two
corresponding parts of the 12-hour period is carried out separately. 'The forecast will be scored (+) only if each part
of the 12-hour period is given the plus score. In the process of verification, the limits of the time interval of each
of these parts may be shifted in either direction by three hours, relative to the time indicated in the forecast.
Precipitation

Table II is used for the verification of precipitation forecasts. The term used for precipitation in the forecast
and the actual amount of precipitation are taken into account in this verification.

In verification it is also necessary to be guided by the following considerations;
I.
The period from the time (date) when the mean daily air temperature reaches the value of SoC in spring and
until it falls below SoC in -autumn is considered as the warmer half of the year. If the forecast was for "rainfall"
(irrespective of the term used in the forecast) but snow was observed (in quantities of 0.2 mm or more in a 12-hour
interval), it is scored with the minus sign.

Table II

Actually occurred (amount of precipitation during 12-hour interval, in mm)
Prolonged rainfall, shower drizzle

"
0

Forecast

''i"
'n

~

.

.;;"
l3 .g

ee. "e~~.~
0
o e
Z
Ze.

Rain and snow (simultaneously
or consecutively)

Prolonged snowfall, snow showers

0.10.2
0.10.2

0.3

0042

38

915

15

0.1

0.2

0.3- 1-3
0.6

410

10

0.3

0043-8 9-15
2

15

with snow prevalent

0.1

0.2

0.3- 1-3 4-10
0.6

10

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

-

Slight rain

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

Rain

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

Heavy rain

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

Shower

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

Slight snow

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

Snow

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

Heavy snow

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

Snow shower

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

No precipitation

No significant

precipi~

tation

Slight rain and snow
(snow and rain
precipitation)
Rain and snow (snow

with rain precipitation)
Heavy rain with snow
(snow with rain,
precipitation)

-

~

~
~

Shower of rain 'With snow
(snow with rain
precipitation)

t;5
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2.
If "shower" (precipitation, snow) was forecast, but actually the observed rainfall (precipitation, snow) lasted
three hours or more during the 12·hour period, it will be scored with the minus sign, provided the amount of precipitation was in excess of 0.3 mm.

3.

In winter, when the snowfall was accompanied by winds of force 6 or stronger, the amount of precipitation

is not taken into account in verification, which is then based only on whether snow is, or is not, indicated in the
forecast.

4.
In the verification of a "no precipitation" forecast, if the amount of precipitation during the 12-hour interval
was 0.1-0.2 mm in the case of rain, or 0.1 mm in the case of snow, the plus sign is attributed only if the rain or
snow lasted less than three hours. If the precipitation lasted over three hours during the 12-hour interval, the minus
sign is attributed. The duration of precipitation is not taken into account if the amount was 0.0.
5.
In verification of the "no significant precipitation" forecasts, if there was no precipitation and clear weather
or small amounts of cloud were observed, the forecast is scored with a minus sign, irrespective of the sign (plus or
minus) attributed to the forecast of cloud amount.

6.
If precipitation was forecast for the night only, but commenced before 7 a.m_ and ceased no later than 9 a.m.
and did not recommence, in verification of the forecast of that day (following the night in question), this precipitation after 7 a.m. is not taken into account; Le., if the forecast was for "no precipitation", it is scored with a plus
sign. But if the precipitation continued after 9 a.m., the "no precipitation" forecast for that day is scored with a

minus sign.* If precipitation was forecast for the day-time only but actually commenced within the last two hours
of the "night" and continued during the day, then the "no precipitation" forecast for the night is scored with a
plus sign. Whereas if the precipitation commenced earlier than 5 a.m., the same "no precipitation" forecast for the
night is scored with a minus sign.
7.
If "no precipitation" was forecast for the night, the precipitation commenced before 7 p.m., ceased no later
than 9 p.m. and did not recommence until 7 a.m., the "no precipitation" forecast for the night is scored with a

plus sign, provided precipitation was forecast for the day preceding that night.
8.

If "cessation of precipitation" (rain, snowfall) was forecast, the actual amount of precipitation is not taken

into consideration.

Special weather phenomena

If a special weather phenomenon was forecast and actually observed, the plus sign is attributed.
If a special weather phenomenon was not forecast but was observed, or vice versa, if it was forecast but not

observed, the verification is accomplished in accordance with Table III.
If the forecast specified the time of occurrence of a special weather phenomenon, then in verification the
actual times of commencement and cessation of that phenomenon are taken into consideration. The plus sign is

attributed when the times of starting and ceasing of the phenomenon are not more than three hours off the limits
of the time interval indicated within the limits of the 12-hour part of the forecast (in a similar way as for verification of the precipitation forecasts, when the time of the precipitation is mentioned in the forecast).

Wind
Verification of the wind speed is accomplished by means of Table IV. The wind direction is not taken into
account.
*If the amount of precipitation dUring the 12-hour interval for which it was forecast exceeded 0.2 mm of rain or 0.1 mm of snow.
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Table III

Phenomena

Actually observed

Forecast

Verification
of the forecast

phenomena
Squall

Fog

Slight snowstorm

Yes

No

-

Yes at wind speeds of more than 15 mls

+

mls

No

Yes at wind speed of 20

Yes

No

-

No

Yes with visibility 500 m or less during
3 hours or longer (continuously or
intennittently)

-

or more

-

Yes

Haze with visibility 2000 m or less

No score

No

Yes, but lasted less than 3 hours

No score

Yes

No

No score

Ye,

Snowstorm lasting less than 6 hours
during the 12-hoUI interval

+

Slight snowstorm

No

Yes

Snowstorm

Yes

No

-

No

Yes

-

Yes

Slight snowstorm

+

Yes

No

-

Yes

Temperature of the soil surface was
0° or lower

+

Ground frost (is verified only if the
air frost was not indicated in the
forecast or was not observed)

Ice stonn

No

Yes

Yes

Slight ice storm (deposits of less
than 5 mm)

+

Yes

No

-

No

Slight ice storm observed (deposits of
less than 5 mm)

No
Slight ice storm

Sand storm

No score

-

No score

Ice storm with deposits of 5 mm or
more

-

Yes

Ice storm with deposits of 5 mm or more

-

Yes

No

Ye,

No

-

No

Yes during a period of 3 hours
or longer

-

Sandstorm lasting less than 3 hours

-

No

Note: In verification, forecasts of thunderstorms are not taken into consideration.

No score
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Table IV

Actually observed (force)

Maximum
Predominant force of wind

Forecast

0-2

3

4

5

6

7

+
-

+
+

+
+

-

-

+
+
+
+

5-6

-

+
+
-

6-7

-

-

+
-

7-8

-

-

-

-

8-9

-

-

-

-

9-12

-

-

-

-

0-4
4-5

+
+

-

admissible
wind force

9

8

10

11-12
-

•

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
-

-

-

-

-

8

+
+
+
+

-

-

-

9

+
+

-

-

10

+

-

11

+

-

+

+

7

The forecast is scored with a minus sign if the wind speed exceeded the maximum admissible value at anyone

of the observation hours.
If different wind speeds were forecast for various parts of the I2-hour period, the verification of the wind
forecast for these parts is carried out separately. The l2-hour wind forecast is scored with a plus sign only if all
parts of the 12-hour period were scored with a plus sign. A three-hour tolerance is admitted for fue time interval
of the forecast (as in the case of cloud amount verification, when different terms were used for forecasting the

cloud amount in parts of the l2-hour interval).

Temperature

The temperature forecast is scored with a plus sign if fue difference between fue actual temperature (minimum
at night, maximum during day-time) and fue mean value of the forecast temperature did not exceed ± SoC. If fue
difference between the forecast temperature and the actually observed maximum or minimum are greater, the fOIe
cast is scored with a minus sign.

M

If the forecast indicates anomalous variations of temperature it is scored with a plus sign if the anomalous
variations of temperature were observed and fue difference between the highest temperature recorded at the end of
the night (or the lowest temperature observed during the day, at 2-4 p.m.) on one hand and the mean value of the
forecast 2° interval for the night maximum (or day-time minimum) did not exceed ±SoC.
On fue other hand, the forecast is scored wifu a minus sign if:

(aj

The difference between the forecast and fue actual temperature at the end of the 12-hour period was
greater than +SoC and anomalous temperature variations were observed; or

(bj

No anomalous temperature variations were observed during fue 24-hour period.

In the verification of anomalous temperature variation forecasts, the maximum night temperature or the mini·
mum day-time temperature are not taken into consideration.
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The forecast is scored with a minus sign if anomalous temperature variations were observed but not forecast,
with the temperature at the end of the night 5° (or more) higher than at the beginning of the night, or with the
mid-day (14.00 - 16.00 hours dayiight saving time) temperature 3° (or more) lower than at the beginning of the
day-time.
Exceptions to the above order of temperature forecast verification are made in the following cases:
1.
During the wann part of the year, when the minimum night temperature was forecast to be above oOe but
air frost was observed, irrespective of the magnitude of the error in the forecast, it is scored with a minus sign.
If air frost was indicated in the forecast but the minimum air temperature was above the freezing point, a
2.
minus sign is attributed.

If during the wann part of the year, the minimum temperature for a locality was forecast within the interval
3.
of 1° to -loC, the forecast is scored with a plus sign only if the actually observed minimum temperature was
within the interval 2° to -2°C, or if the minimum air temperature was above 2°C but was accompanied by ground
frost.
4.
In periods of the year when frost is a common occurrence and does not entail any hazardous consequences
for the national economy, as well as in winter, when the temperature (observed or forecast) falls below or rises above
Zero degrees Celsius, the verification procedure is as follows: if temperature passing through O°C (i.e. frost or thaw)
was. forecast but not observed, or vice versa (if this was not forecast but was observed), a minus sign is scored,
provided the difference between the actual and the forecast minimum (or maximum) temperature is greater than
0
3°C. If the temperature was forecast to be between +1 and _1° (or near O°C), a plus sign is scored, provided the
actual maximum or minimum temperature remained within the +3 to -3°C interval.

Table V

Actually observed

Forecast
Squall

Squall with wind speed of 20 mls or greater.

Snowstorm

Snowstorm with moderate or heavy snow and winds stronger than force 5,
lasting 6 or more hours.

Ice storm

Ice storm (glaze) which caused appreciable damage or which considerably
impeded pedestrians and motor traffic by covering the roads and pavements of
a town.

Air frost at temperature of _2°C or lower
(in warm part of the year)

Air frost at temperatures of -l"C or lower, provided the difference between the
actual and the forecast minimum was not greater than 2°C.

Storm (strong gale)

Force 9-11 winds.

Violent storm or hurricane

Force 10-12 winds.

Duststorm

Duststorm lasting over 3 hours during a 12-hour period, with visibility less than
1 km.

Heavy rain (snow. precipitation)

Rainfall of 20 mm or more in 12-11our interval.

Special cases of verification
If any of the phenomena listed in Table V was forecast and subsequently occurred, the weather forecast for
the corresponding 12~hour period is considered as successful even if, in scoring, the minus sign was obtained for
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other meteorological elements and phenomena. But if during the l2:hour period of the forecast two of the phenomena listed in Table V were observed but only one of them was forecast, the forecast is considered a failure.
If no phenomena listed in Table V were forecast or observed, but some of the phenomena listed iu Table VI
were forecast and Sil bsequently occurred, the forecast for the corresponding 12-hour period is considered to have
been successful, provided the conditions in the second column of Table VI were satisfied.
Table VI

The forecast was successful, if

Forecast
Sudden temperature variations

The sudden temperature variation (by lOOC or more) occurred, with:
(a) Temperature forecast scoring a plus sign;
(b) Heavy precipitation being observed, the precipitation forecast scoring a

plus sign.
Heavy rain (snow, precipitation)

The amount of precipitation was 8 - 19 mm (for snow 3 - 7 mm).
However, if the phenomenon was accompanied by a sudden change in temperature, the weather forecast is considered successful only if the temperature
forecast scored a plus sign.

Thunderstorm

Severe thunderstorm (SYNOP code 97 or 99) was observed, and the precipitation
forecast scored a plus sign.

Fog

Fog lasting 6 or more hours in a 12-hour period. with visibility 500 m or less was
observed, with:

(aJ No fog observed during the preceding 24 hours;
(bJ Heavy precipitation being observed during the given 12-hour period. the
forecast precipitation scoring a plus sign.
Snow (irrespective of the term used
in the forecast) in the part of the year
when the mean daily temperature
averaged over many years is above 5°C.

Snow was observed and the precipitation forecast scored a plus sign.

Snow

The precipitation forecast scored a plus sign, if the precipitation led to the
formation of the first (stable or unstable) snow cover.

Ground frost (during the warm part
of the year)

Ground frost was observed and the associated minimum air temperature was not
lower than _1°C (if air frost was not forecast).

Change to a different type of weather

Change occurred. *

*By change to a different type of weather we mean a change in the character of the weather previously observed during a substantial
period of time (no less than 4-5 days). In other words, we mean a correct precipitation forecast, when dry weather changes to rainy
weather, or vice versa, from rainy weather to dry weather; or a correct forecast of cloud amount when the weather ·changes from being
predominantly overcast but dry to weather with clear sky or, vice versa, from clear weather to overcast weather.

General-purpose weather forecasts for the territory
General-purpose weather forecasts for the territory are verified on the basis of the observational data for the
four daily basic synoptic hours from hydrometeoroIogical stations. Warnings relating to hazardous weather phenomena received from those stations must also be used in verification. If necessary, observational data for all other
times of observation may be used for verification purposes.
If a single general weather forecast was prepared for the entire territory, it is verified for the entire territory.
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If forecasts were prepared separately for different parts of the territory, the verification is carried out separalely for Ihese paris of Ihe territory and no mean value for Ihe entire territory is eXlrapolated.
If a general text of forecast was prepared for the entire territory, but some phenomenon (a meteorological
element) in Ihat text was forecast separately for different parts of Ihe territory (e.g. "rains in Ihe norIhern half of
the area, no precipitation in the southern half'), the verification is carried out for the forecast for the entire territory.
The verification is carried out as follows. All meteorological elements and weather phenomena which were

indicated by Ihe same term for Ihe entire territory are verified simultaneously for Ihe entire territory. The pheno·
menon (meteorological element) which was forecast separately for different parts of Ihe territory is verified separately for each of Ihe parts of Ihe territory indicated in Ihe forecast.
In Ihe verification of Ihe forecast of Ihis phenomenon (meteorological element), a plus sign is scored if the
verification of Ihe forecasts for boIh parts of Ihe territory yielded a plus sign. Alternatively, a minus sign is scored
if minus-sign scores were obtained.
If the verification of the forecasts for two parts of the territory resulted in one forecast scoring a plus sign
and Ihe oIher a minus sign, then Ihe plus or minus sign for Ihe forecast for Ihe entire territory Is attributed,
depending on Ihe type and intensity of Ihe weaIher phenomenon (meteorological element) which was not forecast
for one of the parts of the territory. The territorial forecast scores a minus sign in any case when one of the following
phenomena was forecast but did not occur or was not forecast but occurred in one of the parts of that territory:
air or ground frost, snowstorm, ice storm, squall, force 8 and stronger wind, temperature variation by 10° or more,
rain with precipitation amounting to 8 mm or more, snowfall of 3 mm or more.
Whereas, if it was any of the other weather phenomena which were forecast but did not occur or, vice versa,
were not forecast but were observed in anyone part of the territory - namely', rainfall of less than 8 mm, snowfall
of less than 3 mm, wind of less than force 8, fog, if cloud amount was forecast wrongly of if temperature Was
forecast wrongly and variation during 24 hours did not reach lOoe, the forecast of that phenomenon for the entire
territory will score a plus sign.

The verification of the weaIher forecast for Ihe entire territory or parts Ihereof and for a 12-houi· period is
carried out on the basis of verification of forecasts of individual meteorological elements and weather phenomena.
The "successful" score is given if the plus sign was obtained for all elements and weather phenomena. However, if in verification anyone of the elements or weather phenomena scores a minus sign, the territorial forecast
will be scored "unsuccessful".

Exceptions are made only In special cases, indicated in Tables V and VI, when a phenomenon which determined
Ihe character of Ihe weaIher during Ihe corresponding 12-hour period was forecast and actually occurred.
Verification of forecasts of cloud amount, special weather phenomena and wind for the entire territory is
carried out by means of the same tables as are used for the verification of forecasts for a locality. Notes and appendices to these tables are also taken into account in the same manner.

Precipitation
The number of stations at which precipitation was observed as well as the amount of precipitation are taken
into account. The verification is carried out by means of Table VII. A plus sign is attributed if all conditions
indicated in columns 2, 3 and 4 of the table are met. If anyone of these conditions is not met, a minus sign is
attributed during the verification.
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Table VII

Actually observed
Forecast

Amount of precipitation at
40 % or more of the stations
of the tenoUory

At none of the stations
did the amount of
precipitation exceed:
(mm)

0.0-0.8 mm of rain
0.0-0.6 mm of snow

15

Rain

0.1-15 mm of rain
0.1-0.6 mm of snow

30
2

Shower (showers)

0.0-15 mm of rain
0.0-0.6 mm of snow

30
2

Heavy rain

3 mm or more or rain

Slight snow

0.0-3 mm of snow
0.0-2 mm of rain

5
5

Snow

0.1-10 mm of snow
0.1-2 mm of rain

15
5

Snow shower

0.0-10 mm of snow
0.0-2 mm of rain

15
5

Heavy snow

1 mm or more of snow

Slight rain and snow
(slight snow and rain, slight
precipitation)

0.0-8 mm of rain
0.0-3 mm of snow

15
5

Rain with snow (snow with
rain, precipitation)

0.1-15 mm of rain
0.1-10 mm of snow

30

Shower of rain with snow
(shower of snow with rain,
shower of precipitation)

0.0-15 mm of rain
0.0-10 mm of snow

30

Heavy rain and snow (heavy snow
and rain, heavy precipitation)

3 mm or more of rain
1 mm or more of snow

Slight rain

Remarks

2

At most stations
recording precipitation
it lasted no morc than
3 hours

15
15

In cases when the forecast was for "no precipitation" or for "no significant precipitation", the "no precipitation" forecast will be scored with a plus sign, if (the figures in parenthesis are for the "no significant precipitation"
forecast) :

laJ

There was no precipitation over the territory, or if there was, its amount did not exceed 0.2 mm (0.3 mm)
of rain or 0.1 mm (0.2 mm) of snow. However, if there was no precipitation, but the majority of stations
observed clear weather or small cloud amount, the "no significant precipitation" forecast is scored with a
minus sign;

IbJ

Precipitation was observed at less than 25 % of the stations of the territory and the amount of precipitation did not exceed 8 mm of rain or 3 mm of snow;

leJ

Precipitation was observed at 25 % or more of the stations of the territory, but at none of the stations
did the amount of precipitation exceed 1 mm of rain and 0.6 mm of snow; further, at 60 % or more
of the stations there was either no precipitation at allor, if there was, the amounts did not exceed
0.2 mm (0.3 mm) of rain and 0.1 mm (0.2 mm) of snow.
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In all cases when during the same 12-hour period both rain and snow were observed (simultaneously or
consecutively), it is necessary to detennine which was the predominant fann of precipitation and to take the cor~

responding amount of precipitation into account.
Forecast for "scattered precipitation" (rain, snow) is scored with a plus sign when the observed precipitation
was indeed scattered over the territory, Le. was observed at a few meteorological stations located in different parts

of that territory. The number of stations (minimum and maximum) at which precipitation should be observed if
the "scattered" forecast is to be successful is detennined in accordance with the size of the territoJY and the total

number of its stations (usually the number of stations is chosen between 10 and 20% and between 60 and 70% of the
total number of stations on a given territory). If precipitation was observed at a greater number of stations than
was laid out, the forecast "scattered precipitation" ("scattered slight precipitation") is scored with a plus sign, when
the amount of precipitation was such that according to Table VII both the "slight precipitation" and "no significant
precipitation" forecasts would be considered successful.

If scattered precipitation was forecast for part of the territory, the precipitation forecast is scored with a plus
sign, depending on the size of that part of the territory and the number of stations it contains, provided the precipitation was observed at two or even at one of the stations located in that part of the territory.

Special weather phenomena
It is first necessary to detennine if the special weather phenomena* (irrespective of their intensity and dura-

tion) did or did not occur, namely:
(aj

It is considered that the forecast special weather phenomenon did occur if it was observed at more than
40% of all stations of a given territory (or of the relevant part of that territory, if forecasts for different
parts were prepared separately). It is considered that the special phenomenon did not occur if it was
observed at 40 % or less of stations.
However, it is considered that the phenomena listed in Tables V and VI occurred if they were

observed at no fewer than 25 % of all stations of the territory (or at least one station located in the
relevant part of that territory> if they were not forecast for the entire territory) ~

(b)

If a special weather phenomenon was not indicated in the forecast but was observed at less than 25 %
of the stations of the territory (or its relevant part), the special weather phenomenon forecast is scored

with a plus sign;
(c)

If the phenomena listed in Table V were not indicated in the forecast but were observed even at a single
station, the forecast is considered to be "unsuccessful" (with the exclusion of frosts; the verification of

frost forecasts will be discussed separately);
(d)

If in the forecast it was indicated that the special weather phenomenon is expected to be scattered, the
verification procedure is the same as for "scattered precipitation".

If this examination shows that anyone of the special weather phenomena occurred over the territory, the
intensity and duration of this phenomenon is determined whenever necessary.
The intensity and duration of the phenomenon which were observed at the greatest number of meteorological
stations (among stations where the phenomenon was observed) are used in forecast verification.
*Except air and ground frost
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Cloud amount and predominant wind speed
The character of the cloud amount which was observed at the greatest number of stations of the territory (or
its relevant part, if forecasts for its different parts were prepared separately) is determined. Subsequently, the verification is carried out by means of Table I.
The predominant wind speed observed at the largest number of the stations of the territory (or its relevant
part) is determined. Subsequently, the verification is carried out by means of Table IV. If at any of the times of
observation the wind speed was greater than the maximum pennissible value at more than 10 % of stations of the
territory (or its relevant part), the forecast scores a minus sign.

Temperature

In the verification of temperature forecasts, the observations from all stations in the given territory (or appropriate parts of the territory if separate forecasts have been given for different parts of it) are taken into consideration.

In the verification, a plus sign is assigned if:

(aj

The maximum and minimum temperatures actually observed in the territory (or parts of it) did not lie
outside the range indicated in the forecast;

(bj

The difference from the extreme value of the temperature range given in the forecast did not exceed 5°
and provided the observed difference was only at one end of the range (Le., the temperature actually
observed was either higher or lower than indicated in the forecast);

(cj

The difference from the extreme values of the temperature range indicated in the forecast did not
exceed ±3° in cases when the observed differences were at both ends of the range.

If at 10% or more stations the temperature differences were greater than indicated under paragraphs (bj and
(c), a minus sign is assigned for the verification.

Note: The differences indicated under paragraphs (bj and (cj are permissible only in cases when during the
wann part of the year air frost is neither observed nor forecast at any station.
During the warm part of the year, when air frost was forecast and also when it was not forecast but was in
fact observed, the verification of the forecast for temperature was made according to the success of a forecast of

frosts (see below).
At other times of the year, in cases when both positive and negative temperatures were actually observed or
forecast for the territory, a plus sign is assigned for the verification if the differences from the extreme values of
the temperature range indicated in the forecast did not exceed 3° when these observed differences occurred at only
one end of the range, or ±2° if these differences occurred at both ends of the range. If the differences were greater
than this at not less than 10% of the stations, a minus sign is given.
Frost (air frost and ground frost j
The verification of forecasts of frost was carried· out in the following way:
If frost was forecast and was observed at not less than 25 % of the stations (if a general forecast was made
for the whole· territory) or even if at one meteorological station in the corresponding part of the territory (if separate forecasts were given for different parts of: the territory), then a plus sign is given.
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If frost was forecast, but was observed at less than 25 % of stations in the territory in the case of a general
forecast being given for the whole territory, or was not observed at all in cases when separate forecasts were given
for different parts of the territory, then a minus sign is given.
If frost was not forecast, but was observed at more than 10°10 of stations in the tertitol}', a minus sign is
given in the verification, i.e., the forecast is considered as incorrect for the whole territory (or for the appropriate

parts if separate forecasts were given for different parts).
If local frost was forecast, and if frost was in fact observed locally, then a plus sign is given in the verification.
If air frost was forecast but only ground frost was observed, then the temperature verification is given a plus
sign if the following three conditions are satisfied simultaneously: (I) ground frost observed at more than 25 % of
stations in the territory in which air frost was expected; (2) at not less than 10 % of the stations of the territory
0
there was 1 or more of ground frost; (3) the actual minimum air temperature at any station did not differ by more
than 3° from the extreme values of the temperature range given in the forecast.

If only ground frost was forecast but there was air frost at more than 25 % of the stations (in the case of a
general forecast for a territory) or even if at one meteorological station of the corresponding part of the territory
(if separate forecasts were given for different parts of the territory), then a plus sign is given for the verification, if
0

at any station the minimum air temperature was not more than 1 of frost, while the actual minimum air temperature
did not differ by more than 3° from the extreme values of the temperature range given in the forecast.
In the verification, frosts are only taken into account during the period of the year when they are of significance for agriculture.

APPENDIX II

VERIFICATION OF LONG-RANGE FORECASTS ISSUED A SHORT TIME IN ADVANCE

General provisions
For forecasts issued a short time in advance, a specialized tenninology is used, referring both to the classification of the various forecast phenomena and to details in space and in time in the forecasts. In this connexion a
table of terms with their meanings will first be given.

Table I

Terminology relating to time in forecasts

Meaning of term

Term
At beginning of period

The first third of the period

In the middle of the period

A third of the period, in the middle of the period

At end of period

The last third of the period

First half of period

First half of period covered by forecast

Second half of period

Second half of period covered by forecast

Later

The last two-thirds or half of the period

Greater part of period

More than half of the peri od

At times/Occasionally

If it is expected that a phenomena will be repeated several times during
the period of validity of the forecast

For a (short) time

Phenomena not expected to last for more than three hours

Table II
Terms relating to the area in weather forecasts

Meaning of term

Term
Over a large part of the area

51 - 75

% of the area

Northern half
Southern half
Western half
Eastern half
North·eastern half
Sou th-western half
Soutlt·eastern half
North-western half

To describe the half of the area
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I
II

Table II (continued)

II

"q

Meaning of tenn

Term

II
II

26 - 50 % of the area

Locally

In the north
In the north-east

I

In the east
In the sou th-east

To specify appropriate regions consisting of less than half of the whole area

In the south
In the sou th-west
In the west

In the

il

north~west

Up to 25 Ofo. of the area

At some stations

Table III
Terms used to describe expected changes in the weather

Term

Element to which ten» applies

Increase, decrease, predominance

Cloud amount

Rising, falling, increasing, decreasing,
about, variation

Temperature

Increase, decrease, continue, cease

Wind strength, snowstorm, frost

Backing, veering, becoming

Wind direction, type of weather

For a (short) time, at times, ceasing

Precipitation

At some stations

Precipitation, temperature (with a weather clearance), special weather
phenomena, wind strength, cloud amount

Predominantly (without being measurable)

Table IV
Terms for forecasts of cloud amount

Term

Meaning of tenn

Clear sky or cloudless

Clear weather prevailing or cloud amount up to 2/10 but possibly with
some increases up to 5/10

Small amounts of cloud

Cloud amount 0 to 5/10 inclusive prevailing

Variable amounts of cloud

Used mainly in the warm half of the year to describe cloud due to
convection. The clOUd amount may vary from 0-3/10 to %0 _10/10 , but is
predominantly 4/10 to 8/10

Cloudy with breaks

Used mainly in the cold h.alf of the year, to describe a change in cloud
amount from 0-%0 to SilO _10/10 , but with cloud amounts of over 5/10
predominating

Appreciable amounts of cloud, overcast

Cloud amount of s/"o to IO/"o with possibly some decreases to %0
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Table V
Tenns used in precipitation forecasts

Term

Meaning ot term (relates to 12-11our intervals)

No precipitation

No precipitation expected at any of the stations (0 %)

Predominantly no precipitation
(precipitation at some stations)

Precipitation covers up to 25
aI12'/,)

Local precipitation

Precipitation covers 26 % to 50% of the territory (middle of the interval
al 38 'I,)

Precipitation over the greater part of the
territory

Precipitation covers 51
at 63 '/0)

Precipitation

Precipitation covers 76 % to 100 % of the territory (middle of the Jnterval
at 88 %)

% of the

% to 75 %

territory (middle of the interval

of the territory (middle of the interval

Table VI
Tenns used for hazardous weather phenomena, in general-purpose forecasts*

Meaning of term

Term
Strong wind (near gale)

Increase in wind speed to 15 mls or more

Duststorm, sandstorm

Increase in wind speed to 15 mls or more, with visibility of 1000 m
or less

Fog

Visibility of SOD m or less

Heavy snowstorm

Snowfall accompanied by wind speeds greater than 15 mls

Ice storm

Any intensity

Frost (air frost, ground grost)

A temperature fall to 0 0 or below in spring after (but in autumn before)
a persistent change of mean daily air temperature through the value SaC
(The dates are agreed with the Agricultural Division of the Hydrometeorological Service.)

Appreciable precipitation

Precipitation amounting to 20 % or more of the monthly nann, but to less
than 3 mm during a 12-hour period

Sudden (significant) variations of
temperature

If the difference between the temperature observed during a 24-hour inter-

val and the middle value of the forecast range of temperatures was lQoC or
more, or, alternatively. if the difference from the corresponding extreme
value of the temperature range indicated in the forecast was Sa or more

*For special forecasts the gradations pf hazardous meteorological elements which are of importance for various branches of the
national economy are set out in the "Handbook on operational hydrometeorological services for national agricultural organizations", Part 2 (1956), whereas the gradations of particularly hazardous phenomena are set out in "Provision for collection, study
and transmission of information relating to particularly hazardous hydrometeorological phenomena" (1968).

Table VII
Tenns used in forecasting wind direction
Northerly
North-easterly
Easterly
South-easterly

(quarter)
(quarter)
(quarter)
(quarter)

Southerly
South-westerly
Westerly
North-westerly

(quarter)
(quarter)
(quarter)
(quarter)
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Table VIII

Tenns used in forecasting wind speed (force)

Term
Gentle

Wind force on
Beaufort scale

Wind speed

0-3

0-5

m/s

Gentle to moderate

3-4

3-7

Moderate

4-5

5-10

Moderate to strong

5-6

7-12

Strong

6-7

10-15

Very strong

7-8

12-18

Very strong to gale

8-9

15-21

Storm (strong gale)
Violent storm

Hurricane

9-10

18-25

10-11

22-29

12

over 29

Note: When using tenus "strong" and ''very strong" wind it is necessary to indicate the wind speed either in mls or
the wind force on the Beaufort scale. In preparing forecasts it is best to avoid using gradations which relate to both
hazardous and non-hazardous values.

Table IX
Terms used in forecasting air temperatUlc

Meaning of term

Tenn

Temperature t 1

-

Temperature expected to be within a SO C range

t2

Temperature rising (falling)'"
from tt - t2 to t 3 - t4

Temperature rises (falls) gradually during the period of validity of the
forecast

Temperature tt - t 2 at end
(in middle) of period, increase
(decrease) to t] - t4

Used when an increase (decrease) of temperature is expected during a part
of the period

Temperature in first half of period
t 1 - t2 with increase (decrease) in second
half to t] - t 4

Used when an increase (decrease) of temperature is expected in both halves
of the period

Temperature at beginning of tt - t2
then:

Temperature given for first 24 hours of forecast, if it is expected to be
within a different range than for the ensuing 24 hours

;

ra) t, - t.
(b) gradually increasing
(decreasing) to t] - t 4

Temperature** approximately f C

Temperature expected to be approximately a certain value tc with differences above and below this value equal to half a SoC range

Variation of temperature in the range
ti -

Used when frequent (more than twice) changes of temperature are expected
during the forecast period" and with the change being greater than the given
range SoC but less than 10°C (sudden change)

'i

*t1 and t] are lower limits, t2 and t 4 are the upper limits of the forecast temperature range.
**A temperature approximately O°C is taken as the range -2, +2°C.
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Table IX (continued)

Meaning of term

Term

Temperature with a clearance at certain

stations down to

tc

Used mainly during the- cold part of the year to indicate a minimum temperature - if at some stations (not more than 2S % of the total number) it is
expected that the temperature will be lower than the general value forecast
by not more than lOoe from the mean of the forecast range or not more

'than SoC from the extreme value.

Verification
First, a partial verification is carried Qut, indicating the success of the forecast for each parameter. Then on
the basis of this partial verification, taking account of the basic difference, an alternative verification is carried out

indicating the success of each forecast as a whole, i.e., the forecast may be correct (good or satisfactory) or incorrect
(unsatisfactory). The verification of forecasts is carried out for a territory served by a given forecast centre. In this
case, if the territory is large and unifonn, the verification can be carried out for a selected region. It is desirable
that there should be a forecast centre in the selected typical area. If the territory is not uniform from a physicogeographical point of view, two or more regions are selected which reflect the non-unifonn conditions, and the
forecasts are verified for these regions.
In order to carry out the verification, a given network of representative stations is established. unifonnly distribu)ed over the selected territory. Verification of general-purpose forecasts is carried out for precipitation and air

temperature for l2-hour periods and for dangerous phenomena for 24-hour periods. In this connexion the light
half of the day (day-time) is taken as 0800 to 2000 (or from 0900 to 2100) while the dark half of the day (nighttime) is taken as 2000 to 0800 (or from 2100 to 0900).
The verification of a forecast for each element is carried out by comparison of forecast and observed values.
In doing this it is necessary to take into account the case when the forecast consists of one text for the whole

territory, but in which different values for meteorological elements (temperature or precipitation) are given for
different parts of the territory.
If the territory for which another value of the element is given is approximately half of the whole region, the
forecast verification for this element is carried out independently for each half and then a mean value for the verification is found for the whole region.
o
o
o
Example: The night temperature in the northern half -2S e, -30 e, and in the southern half -lSoe, -20 e.
The forecast was verified as correct for 80% of the period in the northern half, and for 50 % in the southern half.
Thus the mean value for the verification of the forecast with respect to temperature for the whole region for the
given period was 65%.
If one part is appreciably less than half the area, the forecast is only verified for the major part.
o
o
Example: Night temperature -2S e, -30 e, in the extreme south (west, north, east); in the northern part,
o
o
etc. -20 e, -2S e.
In this case, verification is not carried out for the smaller part.
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Partial forecast verification for each element
Partial verification serves as the basis for> determining the probability characteristics for the success of forecasts
of each meteorological element, without approximations, and with various approximations. It enables a statement to
be made regarding the success of using the methods and is also used to obtain an alternative verification.
Verification of forecasts of precipitation

Due to the well-known difficulties in making long-range forecasts of the intensity of precipitation, verification
is only carried out on the basis of the size (in per cent) of the coinciding area for which precipitation was forecast
and observed.
In Table V, the tenninology for the expected areal distribution of precipitation is given. Since each of these
terms specifies the area, the forecast verification should be carried out as follows:
In the verification of a forecast of precipitation for a 12-hour period, the number of stations or
per cent) for which precipitation was actually observed is first detennined. If the area falls within the
the verification of the forecast for precipitation in the given l2-hour period is given the value 100 %.
the area falls outside the forecast limits, the difference between the observed area and the mean value
cast range is found, and this difference subtracted from 100 % gives the value for the verification for
period.

the area (in
forecast range,
If, however,
of the forethe l2-hour

The mean value for the verification for the whole period of validity of the forecast is found by summing the
values for each l2-hour period and dividing by the number of such periods.
Example:

I - 3/1 at the beginning of the period "no precipitation expected", and thereafter "local precipitation" (from 26 to 50 % of the area, mean of range 38 %), and consequently we have:

Area of precipitation
Day

1

2

3

Period

Forecast
range and
mean,%

Actual,
%

Forecast

Error of
precipitation
forecast
for 12 hrs

verification
for
12 hours

Night

0

10

10

90

Day

0

15

15

85

Mean verification
for
period of
forecast

525

6

Night

25-50 (38)

25

0

100

87.5%

Day

25-50 (38)

17

21

79

(88 %)

Night

25-50 (38)

48

0

100

Day

25-50 (38)

67

29

71

In the same way persistence forecasts of precipitation are verified.
Precipitation 0.0 mm or more is taken into consideration for a given station if "slight", "small amounts", or
"no appreciable precipitation" is indicated in the forecast.
In other cases and in persistence forecasts, precipitation from 0.1 mm is taken into consideration.
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Verification of forecasts of air temperature

For the verification of a forecast of air temperature for each 12-hour peri9d, we take into account the

number of stations (percentage of the total number) at which the temperature falls in the range indicated in the
forecast, with a difference equal to half the 5·day variability in the given month.
Example:

Temperature forecast -10, -15°e

Suppose that during the 12·hour period the temperatures observed lay within the forecast range with no
differences (i.e. from -10 to -15°e) at 5 out of 10 stations; with differences ±I"e (i.e. from -9 to -16"e)
at 7 stations; with differences ±2°e (i.e. from -8 to -17°C) at 9 stations; and with differences ±3°e (i.e.
from -7 to -18°C) at all stations.
Then the distribution of "the forecast verification for temperature will be: 50 % without difference, 70 %
with a difference of ±Ioe, 90% with a difference of ±2°e and 100% with a difference of ±3, ±4°e, etc.
When a sharp change of air temperature is forecast (increase or decrease by IOoe or more from the mean of
the range or by BOe from the extreme values), the temperature forecast at each station will be c-onsidered as correct

if the temperature lay within the indicated range or was lower in the case of a forecast of a sharp decrease (cooling),
or was higher in the case of a forecast of a sharp increase (warming).
Example:

0

Sharp decrease of temperature expected from -5, -10 e to -15, -20"e

At four out of ten stations the observed temperature was -15, -16, -18, -20°C, at the next four stations
-23, -24, -25, -27°e and at the remaining two stations -13 and -14°e. Then the distribution of the forecast verification for temperature will be: 80% without difference (four stations with the range of the difference, plus four
stations appreciably below the difference), 90 % with difference ±1 and 100 % with differences ±2, ±3, ±4"e, etc.
A forecast of sharp rise of temperature is verified in the same way, the only difference being that the verification
refers to stations with higher values of temperature.
When in the forecast it is expected that the temperature "at some stations" will differ from the main range,

this means that in over 75 % of the area the temperature will be in the main range while over 25 % of the area
the temperature will be in the additional range. For forecast verification for the Moscow region,

a certain 20 repre-

sentative stations are used, so that 75 % of 20 stations is 15 stations, and 25 % only 5 stations. Each station
taken separately corresponds in this case to 5 % (100 %: 20 = 5 %).
Thus, if the main (additional) range of the expected temperature was observed:
I.
At 10 stations (additional range at 0 stations, i.e. additional range not observed at any station), the forecast
verification is 50 % (at the remaining 10 stations temperature falls neither in the maln range nor in the additional
range) ;

At IS, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 stations (0 - additional range not observed at any station), verification is 75 %

2.

since in the main range the maximum value in these cases is 75 %, while the additional range expected over 25 %
of the area was not observed at any station;

3.
=

4.

At 10 (2, i.e. additional range observed at 2 stations), verification is (10 stations
50

+ 2 stations) X 5 %

+ 10 = 60 % ;
At 13 (7) stations, verification is (13 stations

+ 5 stations) X 5 % = 65 + 25 = 90 %, since for the addi-

tional range "at some stations" the maximum verification can be 25 %

(5 stations);
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At I station (19 stations), verification is (I station

+ 5 stations) X 5 %

=

5

+ 25

=

30 %;

6.
At 18 stations (at I station) and at I station more than the additional range, verification is (15 stations
station) X 5% = 75 + 5 = 80%.

+I

Verification of forecasts of air temperature containing the phrase "at some stations" is carried out as usual

without difference and with differences ±I, ±2, ±3°C up to the value of the 5·day variability. In this case if the
additional interval was used completely the difference was not applied. If, however, the additional interval (10°C
from the mean or 8°C from the extreme values) was not completely used, then in all cases it was taken into
account in the verification.

Example: Expected night temperature -20, -25°C, but with clearance "at some stations" -30°C (although
this could be -33°C "at some stations").

The actual observations were: at 2 out of 10 stations, -I8°C; at 13 stations, -20, -25°C; at 3 stations,
-30°C; at I station, -33°C and at yet a further station, -35°C.
Verification of the temperature forecast is as follows:

I.
2.
3.

+ 3 stations + I station) X 5 % = 65 + IS + 5 = 85%;
With difference ±I (13 stations + 3 stations + I station) X 5 % = 65 + IS = 85 % ;
With difference ±2, ±3, ±4, ±5°C (15 stations + 3 stations + I station) X 5 % = 75 + IS + 5 = 95 %.

Without difference (13 stations

A value for the forecast verification for the whole period, taking account of differences for each 12-hour
period, is found by taking the mean value of the verifications for each 12-hour period (separately without differences and with various differences).
Verification of forecasts of meteorological elements prepared for special purposes

Verification of forecasts for special purposes, taking account of differences, is only undertaken for meteorological elements which are of importance for a given sector of the national economy.
Forecasts of meteorological elements with <;haracteristics of the area (for separate stations, localities, large
parts of an area) in which the given phenomena will be observed (ice, stonn, snow stonn, fog, etc.) are verified in
the same way as forecasts of precipitation, but for 24-hour periods.
Alternative verification

Verification of a' complete forecast is carried out on the basis of partial verification for each element separately.
In this case the forecast may be found correct (good, satisfactory) or incorrect (unsatisfactory), depending on the
correctness of a set of meteorological elements.
An alternative verification of general-purpose forecasts is carried out depending on the forecast verification for
precipitation, temperature and dangerous weather phenomena.
If dangerous phenomena were not expected and were not observed, the alternative verification is carried out
using Table X on the basis of temperature and precipitation verification only. In this case, in the alternative verification of forecasts of air temperature for general purposes, in all months, the difference consisting of ± half the fiveday variability is used.

In cases of forecasts when dangerous phenomena were expected or were actually observed, the verification is
carried out in conjhnction with Tables X and XI.
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Table X

Alternative verification of general-purpose forecasts (on the basis of partial verification of air temperature and precipitation)

Alternative
verification
Correct

Partial forecast verification,

Qualitative
verification

Precipitation

Good

;>75

Satisfactory

>50

Incorrect

Temperature

;>75
51-74

51-74

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

%

>50
<;50

>50
<;50

>50

<;50

<;50

Table XI
Alternative verification of forecasts of dangerous weather phenomenon

. Forecast of

Not expected (in
any part of period)

Expected

Error,

Actual

dangerous value

Verification
by area

Observed

Observed

Not observed

%
by time

<;25

<;30

Good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory (depending
on verification from Table X)*

<;25

>30

Satisfactory (if good from Table X) and
unsatisfactory (if satisfactory or unsatisfactory
from Table X)

>25

<;30

Unsatisfactory (if satisfactory or unsatisfactory
from Table X)

>25

>30

Unsatisfactory (independent of verification
from Table X)

<;25

<;30

Good (if good or satisfactory from Table X)
and satisfactory (if unsatisfactory from
Table Xj

<;25
>25
>25

>30
<;30
>30

Satisfactory (if good or satisfactory from Table
X) and unsatisfactory (if unsatisfactory from
Table Xl

<;25

<;30

Satisfactory, good, unsatisfactory (depending
on verification from Table X)

<;25
>25

>30
<;30

Satisfactory (if good, from Table X) or
unsatisfactory (if satisfactory or unsatisfactory from Table X)

>25

>30

Unsatisfactory (independent of verification
. from Table X)

*For the alternative verification of meteorological elements in forecasts for special purposes, it is necessary in all cases to use other
methods instead of Table X.
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Remarks
I.
Criteria >25 % or ";;25 % by area refer to each day of the forecast. If during one part of the day the error
was ";;25 %, while during another part of the day it was >25 % by area, then verification of the forecast is effected
by the following criteria, taking into account errors in time (<30 % or >30 %).
2.

In three-day forecasts, a 30 % error in time refers to one 24-hour period, Le. phenomenon expected, but not

observed, or was observed only during one 24·hour period covered by the three-day forecast.
Example:

In the period 1-3 according to the forecast the following were expected:
snow, wind 4-9 mis, 1/1 wind increasing to 15-17 mis, at some stations heavy snowstorm, night
0
temperature -5, _10 , day-time temperature -2, _7°C.

It is first of all necessary to carry out a partial verification of the forecast for precipitation and temperature
for 12-hour periods and then for the whole period of the forecast. Suppose the verification for the whole forecast
for precipitation has been found to be 78 %, while for temperature it was 89 %. According to Table X this forecast is "good". A dangerous phenomenon was also expected (at beginning of period, at some stations, heavy snow-

storm with wind increasing to 15-17 m/s). Supposecl-te dangerous phenomenon actually observed was 1/1 at 20 %
of stations (which falls within the expected range "at some stations") and 2/1 at 35 % stations (the error
amounted to 35 % since no snowstonu was expected on that day). According to Table X this forecast should be
verified on the basis of the combination "phenomenon expected and observed".
Although on the first day the forecast of a dangerous phenomenon was completely correct, it will be consid·
ered, as a whole, as "satisfactory" since the error in the forecast of a dangerous phenomenon based on time was
<30 % (one 24-hour period) while based on area it was 35 % (i.e. >25 %).

3.

If a particularly dangerous phenomenon was expected in the forecast during the second (third) 24-hour

period, the forecast may be considered as correct for the verification in cases when this particular phenomenon
actually commenced or set in with a displacement in time of ±6 hours for the second 24-hour period, and of

±12 hours for the third 24-hour period. For forecasts of sharp increases (decreases) of temperature 72 or more hours
in advance, a difference of ±24 hours can be taken.
Calculation of average verifications

The following values are calculated:
I.
Mean verification of the success of a routine forecast, separately for precipitation and for temperature (without tolerance and with a main tolerance):

(a)

For the period of validity of each forecast from verifications for 12-hour periods;

(b)

For a month, quarter, etc., on the basis of verifications for each forecast.

Cumulative verifications based on these partial verifications are necessary to obtain the probability of success
of forecasts for each meteorological element with various differences.

In the case of temperature, the verification is carried out with a difference equal to half the value of the
5-day variability in the given month.
. 2.
Alternative verification of each forecast and average verification for a month, quarter, etc., based on a set of
partial verifications of forecasts of precipitation and temperature (with main tolerance). In this case, if a particular
phenomenon was expected or observed, then in the verification the correctness of the forecas~ of this particular
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phenomenon is also taken into account. An alternative verification of a complete forecast (3-day, 5-day, 7-day)
is ;;arried out on the basis of data of the forecast verifications for precipitation and temperature for 12-hour periods
and for particular phenomena for 24-hour periods. The average alternative forecast verification for a month is calculated from the alternative verifications for each forecast.
3.
The number (and percentage of total number of forecasts) of good, satisfactory and unsatisfactory forecasts,
and also correct (sum and percentage of good and satisfactory forecasts) and incorrect (unsatisfactory forecasts)
forecasts by different methods and persistence forecasts for a month.
4.
The excess number (in per cent) of correct forecasts by various methods over the number (percentage) of such
persistence forecasts.
We consider examples of partial verifications of forecasts by various methods and persistence forecasts for
separate elements (precipitation, temperature).

Calculation of verification of forecasts for precipitation

Verification for 12-hour periods
Period

First 12 hours

Night

Second 12 hours

Third 12 hours

Day

Night

Day

Night

Day

Average verification
of 3-day forecast

t - 3/VI

90

85

100

92

77

58

5~2 = 84 (83.7 'j,)

2 - 4/VI

70

80

50

100

55

40

3~5 = 66%

3 - 5/VI

88

72

100

50

40

90

440 ~ 73 'j
6
'

and so on, until the end of the month.
Persistence forecasts for precipitation are calculated in the same way.

The average value for the month is calculated by dividing the sum of the values for each forecast by the
number of forecasts.

